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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this study was to discover and interpret
reasons Florida parents enrolled their children in Islamic
schools.

A selection of 30 parents from 3 different schools

in Florida were interviewed by the researcher using a semistructured interview guide which used both oral and written
responses.

The s.ample was matched according to the gender

of parents interviewed

interviewed.

-

15 mothers and 15 fathers were

The sample was matched according to the gender
Out of 30 referent children, 15 were

of the referent child.
female and 15 were male.
of all grade levels.

The researcher included children

Fifteen were fron primary grades (1-5)

and 15 were fron secondary grades (6-12).
The researcher served as the primary instrument for data
collection.

Data were summarized and reported in a

descriptive tonnat addressing each research question.
Results indicated that the first reason for choosing Islamic
schools was religious; the second reason was eociocultural
and the laat reason was academic.

Many parents who enrolled

their children in Islamic schools strongly envisioned the
need to create schools where children could pursue the
Islamic knowledge, preserve Islamic identity and develop the
Islamic personality.

Parents wanted to guard and shield

their progeny from the negative influence (violence, drugs,
proniscuity, prejudice, etc.) of the public schools.

The

academic concern was not a major reason for the majority of
responding parents.

A significant finding affirmed that

Islamic education does not separata between religious and
social factora.
Findings indicated that parents were more attracted to
Islamic clchools than dissatisfied with public schools.
Muslim parents were concerned with retaining their
children's identity and religious commitment.

A t the same

tine, they wanted t h e m to learn in a safe rnvironrant which
galvanized them against negative effects of the dominant
culture, and be able to survive the tide of assimilation,
secular pressure and moral deterioration.

This study is huably dedicated to God for all his
favors He has bestowed upon me.

A special

dedication to my bloved husband, Dr. Honzer
ElKhaldy, who loved me and empowered me to move

forward without ever looking back.
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At an ever-increasing rate parents are turning to
privata religious education as an altcrmative to public
education.

Parents' choice of schools has become one of the

leading ideas for improving American education, and polls
show that a clear majority of the public endorses the idea
that parents should be allowed to choose the school.

their

children attend.
According to Elan

(1994),

Levin believed that debate

ranging over choice will t e e t a basic tenet of democracy.
He said:

Education lies at the intersection of two sets of
competing rights. The first is the right of parents
to choose the experiences, influence@, and values to
which they expose their children, i . e . , the right to
raise their children as they see fit. The second is
#a right of a democratic society to use the
educational oysten as a mmano to reproduce its most
essential political, econonic, and social
institutions through a common schooling experience.
(Elan, 1994, p. 51)
In the 1981 Gallup Poll on Public Schools, 492 of those
sru~pledsaid that the increasing n-r

is good; 308 said that it is bad.

of nonpublic schools

When only public school

parents w u a surveyed, 14% said the increase i a a good

thing, as corrpared with 36% who said it is a bad thing
(Gallup, 1981).
In the 1987 Gallup Poll on public schools, respondents
were asked about increasing parents' choice with regard to
the local schools their children attend, 7 of 10 Americans
think that parents should have the right to choose.

Asked

more speciiically if they would favor a voucher system to
enable parents to choose among public, parochial, or private
school@, respondents supported the idea by a narrow margin,
as they have mince 1981 (Gallup

C

Clark, 1987.

The 1995 Gallup Poll on the Public Schools showed a
strong support for choice within the public schools;
however, choice, whereby student.
public expenor, wae opposed.

attend private echoole at

Approximately two-thirds of

the public opposed such choice (El-

L Rose, 1995).

The 1981 Gallup Poll uncoverad the fact that the most
important problem facing the public schools was drug use (or
abuse).

In 1987, drug use was again the number one concern,

and tho percentage of the public mentioning it increased
fron 282 to 3 0 8 .

Four other problems increased by 3% each

in frequency fror 1986 to 1987:

Lack of proper financial

support, 11% to 142; difficulty in getting good teachers, 6%
to 82, and pupils lack of intarast/truancy, 3% to 6%.

Lack

of discipline was cited by 222 of the respondents and
remained the number two problem with which Americans felt

the public school must deal (Gallup

&

Clark, 1987).

The 1995 Gallup Poll on Public Schools revealed that

lack of discipline was judged to be the biggest problem
faced by local public schools.

Fifteen percent of all

respondents identified discipline or lack of student
control, while 9% mentioned tighting/violanca/gangs as major
p r o b l ~ . In the 1994 Gallup Poll, fighting/violence/gangs
w

was maantioned by 182, tying with discipline.

Lack of proper

financial support came in second as a problem in 1995; it
waa mentioned by 11% of respondents.

Financial problem

topped the list twice, in 1971 and in 1993.

Drug abuse

headed tha list from 1986 through 1991 (Elam

C

Rose, 1 9 9 5 ) .

John I. Goodlad (1979) in his book, m t Schools
&2K,

.aid,

when a Gallup Poll year after year shows discipline
to k at the top of the liat of parents' concerno
about the scRoola, one wonders what thia means
regarding parental feeling of confusion,
helplesuluoo, and frustration in their own parenting
role. Thr educating role of school. makes
traditional aspect8 of family anb church authority
..al
'sacred. ' lhlch of what w e r e oxwe parents' in
alienable rightst or oonditioru attributed to God's
will havr beauma subject to aritical inquiry.
Schools that truly @ducat* threaten long-standing
mores and beliefs. (pp. 18-19)
Every educational system has goals which help to form
the curriculum to develop a vision of an educated person,
whether one openly admits it or not.

According to Goodlad

the U. S. has looked to its rducational system as a
major contributing facrtor to its progress. Its
public school a y s t u ha. b.ur urp.ated to provide
the huran remaurcea for economic davelopnent as wall
as to prepare fndividualo who are capable of

assuming many roles. Education and schooling have
been equatad, but in the process, education and
training have been confused. (p. 18)
Bloom (1989) in his best seller, The Closi~aof tAmerican Hind, said:
Every educational aysten has a moral goal that it
triea to attain and that informs its curriculum. It
wants to produce a certain kind of human being.
This intention io more or loss explicit, more or
less a result of reflection; but even the neutral
subjects like reading and writing and arithmetic,
take their place in a vitsion of the educated person.
In son8 nation. the goal was the pious parson, in
other. the warlika, in others the industrious.
Alwaym important is the political regin., which
needs citizens who are in accord with its
fundmental principle. Aristocracies want
gentlemen, oligarchies m e n who respect and pursue
money, and du~ocraoiaslovers of equality.
Democratic education, whether it admits it or not,
wants and need@to produce men and women who have
tha taste.,
knowledge, and character supportive of a
democratic regilu. Over the history of our
republic, there have obviously bean changes of
opinion. as to what kind of man is b e t for our
regime. (p. 26)
Islamic education is simply the ru~embranceof Gob in
all that one thinks, learns and does.

The fundamental goal

of Islamic education stems from the fact that the Quran is
the most important and reliable source for many fields of
knowledge.

Islamic education endeavors to help students

acquire different aspects of knowledge within the parameters
of Islam.

The ultimate goal of Islamic schools is to

produce the righteous Muslin who promotes righteousness.
Some Mualin paremts, as other parents in the United
States of America, realize that the goals and objectives of
public education have changed through the years.

Some

parents find their own personal goals for their children to
be at odds with thosa of public schools.

Some parents'

dissatisfaction with public schools has prompted a growing
number of people to seek alternative forms of schooling for
their children, including private, parochial or home
schooling.
Since 1950, there has been a continuous flow of Muslim
immigrants to America from varioua countries in the Middle
East, S o u t h Asia, Southeast Asia, and Africa.

The size of

the Muslin commaunity in the United States is now estimated
to exceed 6 million.

The influx of Muslim immigrants into

Amarica has become steady in the last decade, a development
which raieas the need for full-time Islamic schools.

Muslim parents are confident that 'the alternative no
choice" in education is incompatible with the United States
ideals.

They know also that America is among the most

tolerant countries in the world.with respect to freedom of

axpreaaiona and raligioum practice.

Their choice for

Islamic full-tiro schools in North Amarica, is the
alternative to public achools.

c
The purpoaa of this atudy w a r to urarine the rrasonm
some parurta in Florida enrolled their children in Islamic
schools.

The following is a concise rrtxmmary of this study's

purpose :
1.

To uncover and explain the reaeon.

Florida parents

enrolled their children in Islamic schools.
2.

To provide baaic demographic data to describe the

characteristics of thoer parents who enrolled their
children in Islamic Schools.
3.

To analyae tho reasons for parents' dissatisfaction

with public schools.

c
In order to deternine w h y parent. u v o l l r d their
children in Islamic schools, six reaearch questions were

asked :
1.

What are the demographic and psychographic
characteristic.

of the parents in Florida who choose

to send their children to Iolaric Schools?
2.

Do parents in Florida enroll thair children in

Islamic Schools mostly because they are attracted to
these schoolm or because they are dissatisfied with
public schools?
3.

Are there any specific evurta which caused.parenta

to enroll -air
4.

children in Islaria school.?

Are there any ~~pecific
reasons parents change their
children's anrollrent from public schools to Islamic
schua18?

5.

What are the sources of information about public
schools and Islamic schools?

6.

Who participates in the decision-making process of

-

choosing Islamic schools as an alternative to public
schools?

The researcher used a survey/interview format to obtain
data about each of the research questions.

Parents of

children enrolled in Islamic schools in Orlando and Tampa
were the subjects of this study.

A selection of 30 parents

from 3 Islamic schools in Florida was interviewed by the
researcher using a semi-structured interview guide which
used both oral and written responses.

Data were summarized

and reported in descriptive format addressing each of the
questions of the study,

cance of the StMuslim intend to practice Islar in America and to
establish an Islamic society which is served by
institutions that function under the pale of Ialan.
Educational systenu occupy a critical position in
any viable society. Close examination of both
current and past trends in American Muslim
communities shows the disruptive impact of public
schooling on Islamic culture. (Ali, 1984, p. 132)
As tho population of Muslims has grown, it seams

necessary to find an alternative to public schooling.
Full-time Islamic schools are those alternatives.

The

results of this study on why parents in Florida choose
7

Islamic schools right provide valuable data to those seeking
Islamic Education as an alternative to public education.
Islamic education in the United States is a new
phenomenon.

Only recently have parents focused their

attention on developing full-time schools.

In Florida, the

first Islamic school was YIalamic Community School'

.-

Panama City.

in

Started in 1986 aa an experimental modal

school, the school has since closed.
This study right be relevant because:
1.

Scholarly research related to Muslims in North
America is very scarce.

2.

Writing about the full-time Islamic schoola is very
limited.

3.

No research was conducted which directly addressed

the question of why parents enroll their children in
Islamic full-tine schools.
4.

Knowing why parents are choosing Islamic schools

night help the schools .a

they develop their

religious and academic curricula.
5.

Knowing more about the parents and their reasons for
sending their children to Islamic school.

might help

those working at schools to understand the needs of
Muslin children in American Schools.
6.

Examining reasons parents atatod for qnrolling their
children in Islamic ochoola might provide data which

can be ueed to explain successes and/or failures of
Islamic schools.

c
1.

The atudy was restricted to a limited population of

only those parents who chose to eend their children
to Islamic Schools in Florida and who also took part
in the interview.

These parents may or may not be

representative of the major cross section of Muslim
parents in America.

It may be reasonable to

generalize the findings of this study to the Islamic
schools in Florida, but it is certainly not
reasonable to generalize beyond the borders of
Florida.
2.

The atudy was limited to parents who ware residing
in Florida at the time of h e

1995-1996

study.

They

also were sending their children to a Islamic school
within the state of Florida.
3.

The study was limited by the dearth of information

about lsllamic schoals.
4.

Tha etudy warn 1init.d to full-time Islamic schools

in Florida which were a fairly recent devmloprent.
Thase schools were a new phenomenon in tha United
States in general and in Florida in particular, thus

many of thu were in initial development stages.

5.

Another limiting factor of this study was
geographical location.

The schools and parents

involved were located in Orlando, Florida and Tampa,
Florida.

There was one Zslamic school in Orlando

and two in Tampa.
6.

Respondents were selected according to the
researcher'.

criteria of availability and

willingness to participate.

Accordingly, more

parents were interviewed from Muslim Acadeay of
Central Florida in Orlando where the researcher was

an asmistant principal at the time of the study.
7.

The last limiting factor was related to researcher
bias.

At the t h e of tha atudy, the researcher was

an assiotant principal in one of the Islamic Schools
surveyed in this research and the only researcher to
intamview, collect and analyze data.

It was

pomsible that data collected tram the interviews
lacked objectivity.

It was also poosible that

interpretations and conclusioru were skewed in the
direction of the researcher expectation.

Definitions
Islamic Terms
Sources of deriving tha explanation of t a m w a r e

I s l u (Hawdudi, 1979) and hmpt mould Everyone Know about
f slam (Haneei, 1985).

name of the divine majesty; the one and

---The

omnipotent creator; the God without any equal partner.

It

is the Arabic name for God.
id U1 A m - - A d h a

from adhia, literally "sacrifice," the

co~emorationof readiness of part of Prophet Abraham and
his son, Prophet Ishmail to accept Allah's will to submit in
sacrifice.

The festival of Muslim people at the time of

Hajj is called Eid U1 Adha.

uti U1,Fitr--Muslim

celebration of fast- breaking at the

end of the month of Ramadan,
Bait--Literally "the travel" or "journey" for a specific
purpose; the answer to the call of Allah (SWT) to visit His
blessed House at Mecca, combined with the performance of
specified acts of piety and worship on the ninth and tenth
day of Dhual Hijra, the twelfth month of the Hijri (Lunar
Calendar)
---That

which Allah (SWT) has made legitimate.

aiak--Literally 'covu,"
Muslim woman.
---Faith

the proper body covering of a

It is required by Islam.
and security that is generated through

possessing the conviction that Allah (SWT) is the one and
only God and Mohanmed (Pbuh) is His final prophet.
JR~--Submissionand obedience to Cod to be at peace
with the creator and His creation.

Jim--Literally 'the utmost effort," struggle or
endeavor in the way of Allah.
---The

one who consciously submits to Allah.

pbm--The abbreviation for upaace be upon him'

this must

be said whenever the name of the Prophet is mentioned.

Qurqp-The revealed Book of Islam, the word of Allah
transmitted to Prophet Mohammed (Pbuh).
ninth month of the Islamic calendar, the

---The

Islamic month of fasting.
m a t - - T h e obligatory daily ritual prayers of Muslims.
Sam--Fasting during the month of Ramadan.
Sharia--The universal and eternal law.
---The

path and example of Prophet Mohammed (Pbuh)

consisting of all that he said, did, approved of, or
condemned.
Sm--Abbreviation for the Arabic word "Subhanahu Wa
Ta'ala; one who is worthy of Praise and is Transcendentally
above all.

This must be said whenever the name of Allah is

mentioned,
Tawhid--The absolute and untainted unity of Allah (SWT).

---Nation,

the community as identified by its

ideology, law, religion, and group consciousness, ethic and
mores, culture and art.
Wudu--Act of spiritual and physical cleanliness carried
out by Muslinu~before prayers, as specified in the Quran and
Hadithe

---This

purification is attained through the

obligatory sharing of wealth with the needy in the
community.

General Definitions
Parents' reasons for enrolling their children in Islamic

.

schools ware categorized as religious, sociocultural or
academic.

It was nacassary to define what was meant by

religious, sociocultural or academic education.

The

following terma are defined for the purpose of this study:
Beligi~usEducat.ioq--Religion is an ultimate reality to
which allegiance must be given.

Parents' reasons for

enrolling thair children in religious schools are religious
if the parento are concerned that the schools teach their
children to believe in God.

These parents may be concerned

about teaching their children The Holy Books and how to
behave in life according to their faith.
In Islam, religious education means Islamic education.
Islamic education is a clear philosophy derived from the
Holy Quran and Sunnah, which is perennial, covering the
young and the old, and which is coraprehensiva in that it
cherishes the person integrally, namely physically,
mentally, spiritually, effectively, and morally.
Islamic education means the cherishing and up-bringing
of the child integrally, namely, physically, mentally,

morally, affectively, and spiritually in the light of
Islamic principle.,

methods and approaches.

S o c ~ l t Ec&cation--Social
~ l

means "pertaining to,

devoted to, seeking or enjoying the companionship or
relationship of others; friendly; sociable, gregarious" (The
Random House Dictionary, 1987, p. 1810).

Parents' rgasons

for enrolling their children in religious schools are social
if the parents are concerned that their children learn how
to behave appropriately in association with other persons or
groups.

Parents who send their children to religious

schoolo, e.g.,

Islamic Schools want then to learn Islamic

behavior and ethics, discipline, citizenship, and work
skills.

Parents want their children to be in safe

environments away from the social'ille of the society
(Hawdudi, 1995).

Sociocultural Goal.

are:

1.

Intorpereonal Understandings

2.

Citizenship Participation

3.

Understanding and Appreciation of cultures different
from one's own

g

--Academic means "pertaining to a
#

college, academy, schools, or other educational institution'
(The Random House Dictionary, 1987, p. 9).

Parent.'

reasons

for enrolling their children in Islamaic schools are academic
if the parents want the school to teach children academic
and intellectual skills.

"Academic has to do with training

the cognitive mind (Foreman, 1982, p. 14).

According to Goodlad ( 1 9 8 4 ) , academic goals are:
1.

Mastery of Basic Skills and Fundamental Processes

2.

Intellectual Development (p. 51)
I

w
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e Islamic Schools in the United States--These

are daily schools and they seek to be an alternative to
public or private schools.

Today, there are more than 100

Islamic schools in operation.

These schools offer the

American traditional curriculum (math, English, science,
social studielr).

In addition, students are taught the

Arabic Language, Quran and Islamic Studies.

Establishment

of such schools occurred mainly in the 1980s. "This effort
has been almost entirely locally organized and conmiunity
based'

(Molook, 1990, p. 126).

Islamic Organizations such

as the Islamic Sociaty of North Alaerica (ISNA), Islamic
Circle of North America (ICNA) or

International Institute

of Islamic Though (IIIT) play a role in encouraging moves
toward setting up full-time Islamic schools.

According to

Molook, (1990):

The Mualir Community that endorses full-time Muslim
schools hopes that these echoola~will provide a
healthy atmosphere whme the coming nuolim American
genmration can be nurtured in an environment devoid
of prejudicu, miafnforration about Islam, and
negative social preaeures. In sum, they see the
roles of tha.4~ schools as a nesting ground for a
balancad community. (p. 133)
One
m

c

a (I-,

the organizations,

c Circle of North

is an Islamic Organization which serves the

Muslims in North America.

Another organization,
w

t I-)

institution.

me

Tntcrllptional Institute of Is-

is an independent, private and nonprofit
Founded in the United States in 1981, it was

dedicated to promoting academic research on the social

sciences from an Islamic perspective broadly outlined as the
Islamization of knowledge.

Although the Institute's

objective is to address the problems pertinent to the Muslim
world community through the principles and concepts of
Islam, it also aimed to serve all interested scholars
regarrbless or race, religion of national origin.
I;Lllamic Centere--Places whare Muslims gather for their
daily and weekly congregational prayera and religimncultural meetings.

"It is estimated that there are as many

as 600 full-pledged Islamic centers across the United
Statesm (Haddad, 1987, p 1).

Many of these Islaaic Centers

conduct some form of educational activity.

Such efforts

include supplemental teaching, such as weekend, or Quranic
schools, full-time schools (Holook, 1990, p. 2).

c Societv of North

Aqaprica

IISNW-ISNA was

formed in 1982 as an umbrella organization which sought to
meet the needs of both transient students and resident
Muslims (Haddad, 1987, p. 3).

ISNA works for the pleasure

of Allah to advance the cause of Islam and Muslims in North
America

by actively supporting better schools, organized

coxinunity centers, and other Islamic programs.

Five professional organizations are currently
constituants of ISNA.

Each works to advance ISNA objectives

with its respective area of professional competence, and
each publishes its own professional journal or newsletter.
These organizations are:

The Association of Muslim Social

Scientiste (AMSS), The Association of Muslim Scientists and
Engineers (AMSE), the Islamic Medical Association (IMA),
Muslim American Chamber of Commerce and Industry (EUCCI),
and the Council of Islamic Schoole in North America (CISNA).
CISNA was a result of the Islamic education symposium
held in 1989.

Its mission was to assist existing and

emerging full-time Islamic schools in North America.

It

operated under its own constitution and was governed by a
board, of which one seat was held by a member of ISNA
Islamic Schools Department.
C l u a

m a m a d Schools lformerlv Universitv us

Jslaml--These schools were originally organized by Elijah
Muhammad's Nation of Islam in 1934.

Catering to an African-

American Manifest, which advocated mix of nationalistic and
racial supremacy, but was repugnant to the epirit of Islam.
In 1975, the system, after adopting new orientation, changed
to what is now called "Sister Clara."
4Jeekend I s l a m b Scboou--The idea of weekend Islamic

schools warn taken ftoap the 'American' Sunday Schools.

Most

of the tire, these schools are found in the Islamic Centers.

In these schools, Arabic, Quran and Islamic studies are
taught

The study waa designed to determine the reasons that led
some parents to choose Islamic schools for their children.
8

The introduction of the study established the need for the

investigation.

The research questions were formulated and

constructed to uncover and analyze the reasons parents sent
their children to Islamic schools.

The purpose,

significance and limitations of tha study, as well as
summary of procedures and datinitions of t e r m were

included.

CHAPTER 11

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERBTURE

The literature related to Muslims in the United States
was scarce.

There was no literature directly related to the

question of why parents enroll their children in Islamic
schools.

Little scholarly research had been conducted which

directly addressed Islamic school.

in North America.

Private schools, in general, and religious schools in
particular hava bean the object of limited scholarly
research.

Chester Em Finn, Jr. (X981) stated, 'Data on

nonpublic education are not readily available.

Information

is especially poor for the faster-growing sector of private
education, the fundamentalist Christian Schools" (p. 14).
In his study on parents' choice of Protestant schools in
Oregon, Foreman (1982) stated that "Most research-minded
educators ignore Christian schools, while most Christianschool educators ignore scholarly research'

(p. 23).

The challenge of the present study was the dearth of
information about Islamic schools in both Islamic and
American literature.

Since this otudy'o primary focuo was

to determine parents' perceptions regarding the importance
of Islamic schools in North America and to explain the

reasons for the recent increases in the number of parents
choosing Islamic schools, the researcher thought it was
important to examine some of the more significant forces
which have contributed to the general dissatisfaction with
public schools.
The review of literature is presented in two general
areas:

Literature about the condition of American Schools

and ~iteratureabout Islamic Education in North America.

eratura about the Condsion oc
u c a t b n in North m i c a
Literature about the condition of Education in North
America included literature about public, private and
religious schools.

Elan (1984) summarized American

attitudes toward education:
Most Americans are deeply copplpitted to the belief that
education is the most important service rendered by
government. They continue to tee1 according to the
poll, that public education contributes more to the
national strength than either industrial might or
military power. They consider education the key to
personal success. Thus the heavy critical attention
being paid to education today may b. a bleoaing in
disguise. (pa 5)

In the 1984 Gallup poll, it was reported that 'The
public schools rapresent one of the two or three American
institutions which havm held the respect and confidence of a
majority of citizens in a period of widespread cynicism and
disillusionm.nt" (Elam, 1984, p. 4).

As the 1970s and 80s unfolded, public confidence in
America's schools was eroded by a series of reports
indicating alarm over public education.

Lockerbie (1980)

made a statement regarding public education:

,

Now what do we find? The little red school house
has swollen into a complex of modern buildings
boasting, sophisticated hardware and certified
personnel. But in spite of fancy facilities and
high powered educators, something searno to be
missing in many American schoole. The Bible
certainly and, in soma supposedly progressive
schools, the dictionary too for some reason, there
are worms in the apple. (p. 43)
Harris (1988) credited the educational system in the
United States with producing a nation of massive adult
illiteracy, youth with no backbone, and a generation in
which parental authority had been destroyed along with
confidence in America's free market system.

He went on to

say that 'public educators have had their chance and they
have failed the test" (p. 19)

.

The early 1950s, a back-to-basics movement was fueled by
books with such doleful and fearsome titles as
an't Read (Flesch, 1955) , and
1990)

.

Crisis in

Jo-

Education (Howard,

In his book, JJhv J o m v Can't Reaa, Flesch (1955)

riveted public attention on our serious educational problems
and the critical need for reforms.

Flesch's attacks of 1950

i$$;p&?gW

were against the incompetence of adspinistratora and those
who train teachers especially in the field of reading.
his book,

mv J

In

o w S u l Can't ReaQ, Flesch (1981) sounded

the sane alarm of public school failure for a new generation

af parents.
According to Ravitch (1981), the report written by James
S. Coleman (1981) entitled pyblic and Private Schoola fueled

a nationwide controversy and enraged friends of the public
schools.

Although Ravitch acknowledged that the book

contained much that would dismay the public, it also
contained surprisingly good news.

For 15 years, since the

appearance of the original Coleman report in 1966, educators
were reninded repeatedly that "schools don't make a
difference" and that family background heavily determines
educational achievement.

The new Coleman report

dramatically reversed this pessimistic conclusion and found
instead that "schools do make a difference, regardless of
family background of students* (Ravitch, 1981, p. 7).
his 1981 report, w i t v and Y

In

in S l p e r m Education:

ic Schools and Cathouc Schools, Coleman contended that
private schools educate better than public schools.
Table 1 presents Ravitch's synopsis of Coleman's report
of 1981.

It summarizes the premises underlying the policy

debate as Coleman identified them.
C O ~ ~ I Q ~(1981)
I I ' ~ report was followed by numerous other
reform reports which attempted to describe the American
condition.

The best known was pation at Risk:

r~erativefor EQucational R e f o a (National Conmission of
Excellence in Education, 1983).

In 1981, The National

Table 1

Ravitch's Synopsis of Coleman's Findings

1.

Private ochoolo produce better oognitive outcones than
do public schools, even after family background factorr;
that predict achieverent arr controlled.
w

2.

Private achoola providu a safer, -re disciplined, and
norm ordered environment than do public schools. This
factor was the s i n g l r strongast differenam between
public and private schools.

3.

Non-Catholic private schools hava sharply lower
studm+/tea-r
ratios than do public schoolm, although
Catholic schools havr somewhat higher ratio..

4.

Privata schools contribute to religious segregation,
since 668 of all privata school studen+s are in Catholic
scRoolrr, and rora than 902 of thr students in Catholic
schoole are Catholio. (#an.theloes, the great majority
of Catholic atudentr are in public schools).

5.

Privatu schools mrol.1 a crmaller proportion of blacks
than do public schools, but there is less racial
aegrrgation within private achoola than within public

.

s~ools
6.

Private schools do not provide the educational range
that public schoole do, particularly in vocational and
other non-traditional programs. Some of the
non-catholic private schools havr limited academic
offering.;
for example, 44% of th. students who attend
non-Catholic private schools are not offered a third
year of any toreign language.

7.

Students in Catholic and public school. participate in
extracurricular activities to the sama extent. But
students in other private schools participate more
actively than do those in either catholic or public
s~ools.

8.

Studenta in private schools show more self-esteem and
'fate control" than do those in public sch'bola.

Note. F r o n The Meaning of the New Coleman Report by D.
Ravitch, 1981, pappan, =(lo),
p. 718)

Commission on Excellence in Education was created by
Secretary of Education T. H. Bell and was directed to
present a report on the quality of education in America by
April of 1984.

In this report, the following data were

cited:
Average achievement of high school students on most
standardized test is now lower than 26 years ago
when Sputnik was launched. (p. 9)
Some 23 aillion American adults are functionally
illiterate by the simplest tests of everyday
reading, writing, spelling, and computation.
(PO 9)
Business and military leaders complain that rney are
required to spend millions of dollars on costly
remedial, educational, and training programs in such
basic .kills as reading, writing, spelling, and
computation. (p. 9)

There was a staady decline in science achievcuant
across the U. S. 17 year alds as measured by
national aoses~nentsof science in 1969, 1973 and
1977.
9)
(PO

Many of the 17 year olds do not possess the "higher
order" intrllectual akills we should expect of them.
Nearly 402 cannot draw inferences from written
material; only one fifth can write a persuasive
essay; and only on@ third can solve a mathematics
problem requiring several steps. (p. 9)
The paramount importance of public schools was the

motive W i n d the public criticism of these institutions.
Pondering the school's sudden fall from grace, Robert M.
Hutchina (1972) wondered what had happened to the
institution that so recently had been "the foundation of our
freedom, the guarantee of our future, the cause of our
prosperity and power, and bastion of our society, the bright

and shiny beacon

. . . the source of our enlightenment, the

public school" (p. 54).

In

Place C u d Saool. Pros~ectsfor the Future,

Goodlad (1984) expressed concern about the quality of
American schools and the well-being of our youth.
reported that "American schools are in trouble.

He
In fact,

the problems of schooling are of such crippling proportions
that many schools may not survive.

It is possible that our

entire public education system is nearing collapse" (p. 1).
Goodlad (1984) added:
unfortunately, the ability of rrchoola to do their
traditional jobs of assuring literacy and
eradicating ignorance is at the center of criticism,
which is intense
what we need, then, is a
batter understanding of our public ochcmls and the
specific problems that beset then. (p. 2)

...

Religion and Religious Education
It may be difficult to imagine today that the
teaching of religion was required by law in early
America. The first teachers were pastors, and the
first schools were in churches, The first textbook
was the Bible. (Howard, 1990, p. 15)
According to Howard (1990) in hi.

fn Education

-u

book entitled

c Education a D w t a r

. . . but Theres

Christian education does not cost; it pays. It ie
not an altamativa; it is not a lwnuy; it is not
even just a good thing. It is the law of God, it is
the law that He commanded His ancient people to
obey, and by application He now commands us to obey.
It ia the Great Comaandarent. It is God better way.

(P* 135)

9

Howard (1990) said, I
' make no apology for telling parents:
Christian education is not just a good idea or a preferred
option, it is a Biblical imperative" (p. 138).
In her book,

I

Rose (1988) aftinned Christian schools' criticism of secular
humanism and values clarification in public education, and
support of 'the basics and moral education" (p. 28)
Rosa (1988) indicated that John Dewey's statement,
'Education is not preparation for life; it is life itself"
(p. 39) is one of the few Dewey beliefs that evangelicals

would accept.

In.general, they reject him as an atheist,

evolutionist, and secular humanist.

They reject his

'progressive" philosophy of education for being
child-centered.

The following passage by Dewey (as cited in

Rose, 1988) is often cited in the Christian literature:
Faith in the prayer-hearing God is an unproved and
outmoded faith. There is no God and there is no
soul. Hence, there are no needs for the props of
traditional religion. With dogma and creed
excluded, then immutable truths is also dead and
buried There is no room for fixed natural law or
more absolutes.
(p. 39)

...

Murchison
The law of tha jungl.

.lowly but effectively
supersede. the law of Gud and man. It ia time to
find another way
a way back
moral education,
absent religion and its unique understanding of the
right and obligations of mankind, becornea merely a
matter of shoutd claims and counterclaims-what
lawyers sonethe. call a case of he said-she
said-the problem is aora than theoretical- it is
practical and immediate. (p. 154)

-

...

Murchison (1994) further statad:

The larger point surely is this: Morality, if we
are to reconstruct it in our time, must be anchored
to some base. What base is more fitting than
religion? There is such a thing as morality because
there is such a thing as religion
the theory
of man without G d is the unhappiest most barren
theory human history offers. (p. 176)

...

Former chair of the National Endowment for Humanities,
Secretary of Education, and Director of the Office of
National Drug Control Policy, William Bennett (1992)
stated, "In too many places in American public education,
religion has been ignored, banned, or shunned in ways that
serve neither knowledge nor the constitution, nor sound
public policy* (p. 205).

He added:

We should acknowledge that religion--from the
Pilgrim8 to the civil rights struggle--is an
important part of our history, civics, literature,
art, music, poetry, politics, and we should insist
that our schools tell the truth about it" (p. 205).
Bennett declared boldly &The extreme to which some
will go to deny the place of religion in American
life is mind-boggling. (p. 205).
In his 1986 speech, Bennett said:
Have we come to the point where, in school
textbook.,
it is now considered a secular blasphemy
to write the name of God, even if omitting His name
does violence to the original text? Have we come to
the point where it is now considered a secular
blasphemy to acknowledge the name of Cod at all?
Have w a come in some bizarre way, full circle, from
? Has
scrupulous piety to fastidious disdain
tha very mention of God's name in public become an
offense?" (Bennett, 1992, pp. 205-206

...

Bennett (1992) reminded us that John Adams believed that
the U . S . Constitution was constructed for a
moral and religious people* and that James Madison
insisted that "before any man can be considered ao a
member of civil society, he must be considered .a a
subject of the Governor of the Universe
from

...

Samuel Adame to Patrick Henry to a en jam in Franklin
to Alexander Hamilton, all of the founders intended
religion to provide a moral anchor for our liberty
in democracy and all would be puzzled were to return
to modern-day Aaerica. (pp. 2 0 6 - 2 0 7 )
Thoma. Sowell (1993) discussed how American schools are

turning out students who are not only intellectually
incompetent but also morally confused, emotionally

.

alienated, and social maladjusted.

He said 'In

short, it is

not merely that Johnny can't read, or even that Johnny can't
think, Johnny doesn't know what thinking is, because
thinking is so often confused with feeling in many public
schoole* (p. 4).

According to Sowell (1993):

A variety of courses and programs, under an even
wider variety of names, have been set up in schools
actoms the country to change the values, behaviors,
and beliefs of American youngsters from what they
have been taught by their familiee, their churches,
or the social groups in which they have grown up.
34)
(PO

Howard (1990) affirmed the importance of religious
education:
Christian young people are demonstrating that a
generation trained with Biblical Principles will
make the real world what it ought to be. Rather
than conform to humanism, Christian-trained youth
use their influence to bring culture into conformity
with Biblical values. That's what true education is
supposed to accomplish. (p. 80)
Howard (1990) also believed that humanistic thought
could account for the despair and failure of the academic
world.

Humanistic educators should 'apologize,

for it is

their system that is destroying our young people and
producing a generation of functional illiterates, confused
and violent rebels, and drug 'burnouts' (p. 135)
28

.

Rabbi Steven Catr Reuben (1992) asserted the importance

of religion when ho said "To me, religion is a broad
category that includes the striving to make sense out of the
difficult moments of life and the struggle to pass on valuee
that will move the world closer to our collected dreams" (p.
13).
According to Rabbi Reukn (1992), Judaism is
the unique culture of the Jewish people. It is
constantly evolving religious civilization, and like
any civilieation contains the multiple attribute8 of
language literature, rituals, and cootwaea, art,
music, history, ethics, holiday, group hopes and
aspiration , and a comaon spiritual home land. It
is how Jaws actually live. (p. 11)
Jews, as any other religious group, want to provide
their children with an eclucation that will lead to a Jewish
identification and commitment to h a d a life based on Jewish
values and knowledge.

'After World War 11, the Jewish

Orthodox movenant, which had opted mainly for all day
schools called Yeshivot (Hebrew, 'to sit and study')
continued to expand" (Brown, 1992, pp. 46-47).
Solomon Schechtar Day Schoola in North America are

chartered by the Solomon Day School Association of the
United Synagogue of Conservative Judaism.

As Brown stated

"Most Schachter Schools share a commitmant to a progressive,
highly individualized, enriched, bilingual and bicultural
program.

They seek to integrate the secular and religious

worlds" (p. 48).

A n excerpt Iron "Hebrew Day School of Central Florida"

mission statement is representative of the major components
of the Jewish Day Schools in North America:
1.

To provide children experiences that will lead to a
Jewish identification and commitment to lead a life
based on Jewish values and knowledge.

2.

To develop an awareness and dedication to the needs
of the local and world Jewish community and the
State of Israel.

3.

To provide children academic and Jewish skills to
live a full life in society as Jews and as
hnericans.

4.

To provide children with the ability to read, write
and speak Hebrew, the language of prayer, the
language of text and the language of the peoplr ot
Israel.

5.

To provide experiences that will allow the child to
develop the skills of critical thinking, creative
thinking and problem solving. The program stresses
the acquisition of knowledge, information
processing, social interaction and personal
development (Menschlichkeit), to live a constructive
life in both the secular and Jewish community.

6.

To provide a aetting for the child to develop, test
and detina a value structure within a Jewish value
system.

7.

To involve parents in roles of leadership to develop
a commitment to Jewish communal life. (p. 1)

In the United States, there are over 60 Schechter
Schools in which the aajority of students are in Grades K-8.
There are only two official Solomon Schechtu high schools,
one in New Jersey and the other in New York City (Warner,
1992).
The Catholic Leadership asked parent.

whosa children

attended Catholic schools to identify reasons they chose to

send their children to Catholic schools.

Table 2 summarizes

their responses.

Table 2

I

Reasons Parenta, Send Their Children to Catholic Schools

1. To get a good academic education.
2. To b. in a school where there is effective discipline.
3. To have dedicated, caring teachers.

4. To learn what it meant to establish proper moral values.
5. To learn about God and Religion.
6. To be accepted for what they have to offer.

7. To be safe and happy at school.
8. To learn how to get along with others in a crpirit of

mutual cooperation.
9. To be a part of a healthy school community.

lo. To be taught how to practice their religious beliefs.
11. To learn the Christian values.

12. To have an individualized education.
13. To have a meaningful 'say'

in the school operation.
v t m e of co-itv.

In his diaeartation titled
1-a
1-

P m t a 1

An-.

w

c

st

m in m e n t u

, Eugenr

(1989) concluded

that parents chose fundamental and Evangelical Christian
School.

primarily for religious reasone, and secondly, for

social reasons, and thirdly, for academic reasons.

Such a

conclusion supported Foreman's (1982) findings in his work
on parents' choices in Oregon schools.
Foreman .elected
Schools.

40 parents from 4 Protestant Christian

The results reflected a strong religious-social-

academic (R-S-A) pattern in answer to the question of why
parents enrolled their children in Protestant Christian
Schools.
In the 1981 Gallup Poll on public schools, respondents
were asked about increasing parents' choice of private and
church-related schools.

The reasons in order of times

mentioned w e r e :
1.

Poor educational standards in the public schools;
education in nonpublic ochoola is superior.

3.

Greater discipline in nonpublic schools.

I.

More attention given to religion in nonpublic
schools.

5.

Too many drug and alcohol problems in the public
schools.

6.

~vercrowdingin public schools.

(Elar, 1984, p. 30)

Literature which concerns Islamic Education is divided
into three sections:

Islan and Muslims in North America,

of Ielanic education and Islamic schools in

the Princip1.a

North America.

A number of scholars, both Muslim and non-Muslim, have
recently written extensively about Islam.
scholars are:

Some of these

Hohanuned Iqbal, Abul A'La Mawdudi, Syed Ameer

Ali, Dr. Mohammed Fazul-Rahman,

G.

W. Chaudhury, Mohammed

Ali Alkhul, Abdul Rahmaan Ben Hammrad A1 Omar, Suzanne Haneef,
Muhaiadeen Attiyah, Dr. Taha Jaber and others.
scholar.

Western

are H. A. R. Gibb, F. Schuon, A. J. Arberry, Peter

J. Awan, Leonard Binder and others.

Arabic literature about

Islam is plentiful.

Islan and Muslims in North America
Islam is an Arabic word which means submisoion to God,

peace, purity, acceptance, and commitment.
>,

- . ,-,;

--

Aa a religion,

Islan call* '-&b=''&mhplete acceptance of the teaching and
guidance of God.

Islam is not a new religion, but the same

truth that God (Allah) revealed through all his Propheto to
every people.

of life.

Islam is both a religion and a complete way

Muslims follow a religion of peace, mercy, and

forgiveness.
'Say:

We believe in Allah and that which was revealed to
us, and that which was revealed to Abraham and
Ishmael and Xoaac and Jacob and the tribes and that
which was given to Moses and Jesus and to'the
Prophet. fror their Lord; we make no distinction
between any of them. and to Him we submitm (Quran
3:83)

Islam is based upon the oneness of Allah and complete
submission to Him.

In his book, Towards Underrstmd

Islqlp,

A1 Moududi (1990) stated that:
Islam irs a world view and an outlook on life. It is
based on the recognition of the unity of the creator
and of our submission to His will. Everything
originates from the One God, and everyone is
ultimately responsible to Him. Thus the unity of
the Creator has .a its corollary the Oneness of His
creation. Distinction of race, color, caite,
wealth and power dieappear; our relation with other
persona assrupee total equality by virtue of the
comaon creator. Hence forth our mission becomes a
dedication to our Creator; worship and obedience to
the Creator becomes our purpose in life. (pp.
10-11)
Chaudhury (1981) atated the basic teachings of Islam
when he said:
In reality, I e l m is basically and fundamentally a
religion of tolerance, justicq, fair play and
universal brotherhood, Islam teaches its followers
to show respect tor other religions, and the
prophets of other religions, such as Christianity
and Judaism, area entitled to receive regard and
respect from the followers of Islam. (Introduction)
One of the most distinctive marks of Islam and the
Islamic colpgpunity is, as stated by Professor H. A. R. Gibb,
'The variety of people.

and races who have embraced Islam.

Islam fostered in the heart ot those various people a strong
feeling of brotherhood and a sense of harmony through a
wider and higher concept of commaunity" (Gibb, 1990, p. 72).
Suzanne Haneef (1985) pointed out that &Themeaning of
the word Islam is 'Submission' and 'peace.'

In the course of

making an individual Muslim--that is, one who im in a state

of Islam or submioeion to the One True God--Islam profoundly
affects his thinking and behavior" (p. VII).
A Muslim is one who freely and willingly accepts the

suprema power o f God and strives to organize his life in
total accord with the teaching of God.

Muslims are over one

billion people from a vast range of races, nationalities,
and cultures across the globe--from the Southern Philippines
to Nigeria--united by the common Islamic faith.

About 18%

live in the Arab world; the world's largest Muslim community
is in Indonesia; substantial parts of Asia and most of
Africa's population is Mualim, while significant minorities

are to be found in the Soviet Union, China, North and South
America and Europe (Moore, 1994, p. 223).
Faith in Islan includes belief in Allah, angels,
revealed books, prophets, life attar death (hereafter), and
the Divinr Decree (predertination).

Appendix A explains the

articles of faith (Principles of Faith in Islam) in more
detail.
Central to the Islamic teaching and way of life are
various obligatory acts of worship which are often referred
to as the 'Five Pillars of Islam."

These consist of (a)

the declaration of faith, '
I bear witness that there is no
deity except G d and I bear witness that Mohammaeci is the
Messenger of God"; (b) the prescribed prayers; (c) fasting
during the month of Ramadan; (d) the poor-due; and (e) the

pilgrimage to Mecca" (Hanaef, 1985, p. 40).

Appendix B

explains the Pillars of Islam in more detail.
In the Septeaiber 1989 issues of

Internat-,

me Messacre,

a publication of the Islamic Circle of North

America (ICNA), it was reported that the Muslim population
stood at about 6 million (Molook, 1990).

Yvonne Haddad, a

historian at the University of Massachusetts, claimed that
the number of Muslims in America rose dramatically in the
last half century through immigration, procreation, and
convereion.

It the Muslim cogamunity continuecr to grow at

the present rate,, by the year 2015 Islam will be the second
largest religion in the United States (Haddad, 1987, p. 1).
In her article titled Y M ~ ~ l iCommitment
m
in North
America:

Assimilation or Transformation?" Moore (1994)

indicated:

A pravailing misconception held by many in the West
and mustainqd in the weetern media is that Muslims
and Arabs are oynonyaoua. However, An.rican Muslims
ara not rmstricted to a particular national origin,
for they represent a microcosm of tha varied and
multinational global community of Islam. An
accuratm portrait would show that th. Ihraliru in
North America
fror divrraa national origins and
cultural b.ck~r:ouki8representing th. Are world as
well a8 South Asia (i..,
Afghaniatan, Pakistan,
India, Bangladesh, tha Haldivu Islam, and S r i
Lanka), Southeast Asfa (i. e., Th, Philippines,
I&ormaia, and Malaysia), as wall as Europe, Africa,
China, Iran, and Turkey. In 1980, loreover,
indigenoum African Amariaan Muslims w e e astimated
to comprise roughly 302 of the total Muslim
population in the United Statam. (p. 225)

-

According to Molook (1990), there are two groups of

Muslims in America, indigenous and imaigranta.

Immigrants

are all persons who inmigrated from other countries which
includes student.

on college and university campuses.

Indigenous Muslims are converted African-Americans and
Anglos (Haddad

C Lwmis,

1987).

Haddad and Lumnis (1987) divided the movement of the
immigrant Muslims into five periods.

The first wave from

1875 to 1912, were mostly Muslim inmigrants who came from
the Arabic-speaking countries of Syria, Jordan, Labanon and
Palestine.
The second and third immigration periods were between
1918-1922 and 1930-1938, respectively.
consisted mainly of relatives, friend.
earlier arrivals.

These immigrants
and acquaintances of

Also included were a very emall n m h r of

immigrants from other parts of the Middle East and Eastern
Europe (Haddad C Lwmis, 1987)

.

In the fourth period, from 1947-1960 after World War 11,
Muslims came from the Middle East and South Asia, Eastern
Europe, Central Asia, and other parts of the Muslim world.
They ware unskilled or rural.

According to Molwk (1990),

many of these inrigrants had been previously exposed to
western ideas before entering the United States.

The fifth wave was the largest and it began in 1969 and
continues into the 1990a.

According to Haddad and Lumm~ie'

(1987) study of immigration and census statistics, the

number of Mualim immigrants more than doublad in an 18-year
period, increasing from 42 of all immigrants in 1968 to

10.59 in 1986.

Many of these immigrants came from Pakistan,

Iran, Afghanistan and other Middle Eastern countries.
Haddad and Lummis (1987), like Alfaruqi (1982) claimed that
many of the immigrants of the 1960s were educated
professionals.

The Principles of Islamic Education
Islam looks upon education as a form of worship.
Islamic education stems from the fact that the Quran is the
most important and reliable source for many fields of
knowledge.

The importance of education in Islam was very

clear from the very beginning of the history of Islam.

The

first Surah of the Revelation that came to Prophet Mohammed
(pbuh) was a declaration against illiteracy and a statement

of encouragement to the people to seek knowledge in all
fields.

The first words of the Sura were:

..

Proclaim! (Readl) In the name Of thy Lord and
Cherish-, Who created.
Created man, out of A
(mere) clot Of congealed blood: Read: And thy Lord
is most Bountiful
Ha who taught (The use of)
the Pan
Taught man that Which ha knew not
(Quran, 96-1-5)

...

,#

...

Education in Islam is the process by which Islam
'inculcates knowledge in individuals and knowledge is at the
apex of the value system of Islam" (Farhan, 1989, p. 308).
The mosque (place of worship for Muslins) was the first
school to teach Muslims reading and writing and various
kinds of knowledge.

Both the.Quran and the Mosque.

preserved literacy among Muslims for many centuries.

Tibawi

(1957) etatad, "There is, in fact, nothing more important

than seeking and spreading learning except the first article
of faith, namely, the belief in the unity of God and the
Prophethood of Mohammed" (p. 84).

$

According to Ali (1914), "In the domain of intellect the
teachings of Islan give every encouragement to the
cultivation of the mind, and make the pursuit of knowledge a
religious duty" (p. 32).
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knowledge.

The Prophet also emphasizes the value of

acquiring knowledge.

&The Prophet encouraged Muslims to be

unrelenting in their search for useful knowledge and
considered the learned person superior to a worshiper"
(Rahman, 1994, p. 519)

.

In the ~ k a n Allah
,
reserved higher

ranks for people of knawledge.

(Appendix C containts

selected verses from the Quran and the sayingo of the
Prophet.

These verses and sayings reveal the paramount

importance of knowledge and Education in Islan and the
nature of Islamic Education.)

The philosophy of Islamic education io primarily

d concerned with fulfilling the duty of acquainting the
individual with Allah and Islam to direct his/ her behavior
to the lawr, of Allah.
with the divine origin.

Any knowledge should be in harmony
According to the philosophy of

Islamic education, Islamic ochoolo should endeavor to help
students acquire different aspects of knowledge within the

I
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Th. ultimata goal of fslamic schools

.
>.

+

should be to graduate the righteous person who can promote
righteousness.
Ashraf (1994) stated that:
Insistence on the study of Quran is the base of
Islamic education. The word of God, properly
studied, can be relied upon to strengthen the
foundations of faith, and once this has happened,
the learner can proceed to explore the world with
out fear of losing his spiritual bearings. (pp.
36-37)

#

The faith in the Oneness of Allah, in Islam and Mohamed
(pbuh) is very substantial in education.

'And he to whoa

wisdom is granted receiveth indeed a benefit overflowing*
(Quran 1: 270)

%

.

Iolamic education encourages teaching religious science

as basic subjects in all stages of education because they
are capable of helping the student to build as well-balanced
personality.

The Quran is the fountain of all knowledge and

it insists that all men are to know, teach and observe the

truth.

Philip K. Hitti pointed out that YIslam has three

main aspects:

religious, political and cultural, the three

overlap and interact, oopaatimes imperceptibly passing from
one to the other* (as cited in Molook, 1990, p. 60).

4unity is very clear.

With regard to education in Xslan, the principle of

as one unity.

Islam considers all kinds of knowledge

'Islam does not differentiate between

religious education, in the strict sense, and secular

education, they are viewed as complementing and enriching
each other" (Farhan, 1989, p. 32).
Saliba and Tomah (1957) explained the principle of unity
in Islamic education when they stated:

I

The general characteristics of Islamic education,
however, is that is neither purely religious, as was
the case with tha Israelites, nor purely secular, as
was the case with the Roman, but both at the lramae
tine. Many verseo are to be found in the Quran and
in the Sunnah which indicates that education aims at
the realization of happiness in this and the next
world, and according to a tradition of the Prophet,
'the bast among you are not those who neglect thie
world for the other, or the other world for this.'
He is the one who works for both together. (p. 69)

k-

In Islamic education, the individual ha.

to fulfill the

duty of submission to Allah and adjusting his/her conduct
according to the teaching of Islam, he/she also has to be
acquainted with other areas of bacric sciences as physics,
astronomy, mathematics, and all the important worko in
philosophy, literature, theology, religion, history medicine
and law.

All areas of knowledge are crucial and essential

for the Muslims.

Theories of knowledge and science should

be governed by the Islamic conception of the cosmos, man,

and life.

Harmony between science and faith in Allah is an

unquestionabla fact.

The principle of balance is very important in Islamic

4k education.

Farhan (1989) pointed out Othe Huslin should

learn what is useful to him as an individual living in this
society, and as a person who expects to save his soul in the
next life" (p. 35).

Islamic education encourages the individual to acquire
knowledge but always make a balance between theory and
action.

Ramadan (1961) stated "Acquire of knowledge as much

as you can afford.

But always remember that God's reward

comes only with action" (p. 98).
In summary, the following are statements that highlight

the principles of Islamic education.

First, the faith in

the oneness of Allah and Mohammed is very substantial in
education.

Second, The Quran and the Sunnah are the most

important sources for many fields of knowledge.

Third,

reason is a significant source for knowledge concerning the
universe as well as humans themselves.

At the same time,

reason interacts with revelation for the reinforcement of
knowledge.

Fourth, "education is a religious obligatory of

every individual in the Islamic society, male or female."
Fifth, "education in Islam is a life-time process" (Farahan,
1989, p. 37).

Sixth, all members of the Islamic society

should have equal educational opportunities.

Seventh,

Islamic education has holistic Islamic perspective.

Eighth,

there is harmony between science and faith in Allah.

Ninth,

Islamic education aims at dealing with the whole
individual's personality (cognitively, spiritually,
psychologically, p

individual

has to have general education about many areas of knowledge
besides religious education.

Tenth, in Islamic education,

instruction and teaching are an act of worship to Allah, it

the rules of Islam are applied and the intention in devoted
to gain Allah's satisfaction.

Islamic Full-Time Schools in North America
Education is most challenging to Muslims in North
America.

Muslims are concerned with retaining their

.

identity and religious commitment.

Muslims want to raise a

generation who are able to survive the tide of un-Islamic
religious and secular pressure, materials and glamour and
other temptations.

Islamic school planners realize the

importance of marshaling the development of full-time,
alternative educational facilities which work to achieve
religious, educational, social and cultural goals that were
valuable, to Muslimar.
Historically, numerous Wuslim arrived in America during
the yearm of European colonization of Africa and the slave
trade.

African Mericans, who were brought to America as

slaves, were not permitted to be educated.

African

Americans risked their lives, sometimes helped by good
Caucasians, to seek education as a means of liberation
(Muhammad, 1989).
A

few of the descendants of the victims of mlavery,

devoid o t their roots, unwelcome in their land, and forcibly
stripped of spiritual values of their forefathers, turned to
a form of religion which they called aIslam,* for an answer.
(Udom, 1962, p. 26).

The most notable manifestation of this phenomenon was
the creation of YThe Nation of Islam" movement in 1932 by
Elijah Mohammed.

YThis version of Islam was, however,

totally repugnant to the fundamentals of Islam," (Nyang,
1989, p. 13) because it infused a new 'prophet," and also
stressed racial superiority (Molook, 1990, p. 32).

As

Mumtaz Ahmad and Sulayman Nyang put it, "Elijah's religion

was a cult-like sect based on elements of mativism and
ethnic nationalism

. . .*

(Ahmad C Nyang, 1989, p. 38).

In-1934,Mohammed University of Islam was established to
meet the needar of the African American Muslims in North
America.

Elijah's doctrines bothered many immigrant Muslims

and Muslin Americans who were converts, both AfricanAmerican and those of European origin.

Among such people,

who were against Elijah's creed, was Malcolm X ( A 1 Haj Malik
El Shabazz) and Elijah'o son, Warith (Wallace) D. Mohammed
(Haddad, 1987, p. 3).
When Elijah Mohammed died in 1975, his son, Wallace
Warith Dem Mohammed assuad leadership.

He steered the

movement "Nation of Islam", now known as the American Muslin
Mission, away from the philosophy of his father and toward
mainstream Islam.

This transition has been noted by Haddad

(1987).
Until 1975, when the leadership of the world community

of Islam in the West waa assumed by Wallace (Warith) Deen
was
y perceived as an American
Mohamnred, the c o ~ ~ i t

sectarian religion that contained Islamic trappings but
lacked validity.

Its doctrines, its worship, as well as

racist assertions, were seen as unIslamic.

Since 1975, the

movement has been accepted as one within the fold of Islam.
Its tenets have evolved to agree with the teachings of the
Quran (Hadbad, 1979, p. 6).
From 1939 to 1975, Mohammed University of Islam served
the needs of the American Muslin Community.

When Elijah

Mohammed passed away in 1975, Mohammed University of Islam
was restructured based on Quranic principles and renamed
Sister Clara Mohammed Schools.

Warith Dean Mohammed renamed

the schools in honor of his mother, Clara Mohammed.

Sister

Clara Mohammed achoole are the pioneering model of formal
Islamic education in Worth America.

Zakiyya Mohaaned stated that YToday, there are
approximately 41 Siater Clara Mohammed schools throughout
the United States and Bermuda. .They are Quranic based, have
knowledgeable teachers and 55 years of experience in
independent education" (Mohammed, 1989, p. 31).

In the last decade, the influx of Muslims into America
has become .tram,

a development which raises the need for

full-time Islapic schools.

The 1980e saw an increase in the

number of full-time Islamic schools.

In her study, Melook

(1990) said:

The nurbu of full-time Muslim schools in still
insignificant conpared to the estimated s i x million
population of Rusliu in the United States. It is
likaly that alroet all Muslim children of school age

ara in public schools, since the number of fulltime Muslim schools as of early 1990 was
approximately 70, of which 41 were Sister Clara
Mohammed Schools. (p. 127)
According to the research conducted by ISNA, the number
of full-time schools has jumped from about 50 in 1988-1989
to more than 80 in the 1991-1992 academic year (Islamic
Society of North America, 1991, p. 79).

Full-Time Islamic Schools
Literature on full-time Islamic schools in America is
extremely limited.

The most recent study about full-time

Muslim schoole in North America is by the ISNA Department of
Education 1991.
schools.

The study included 49 full-time Islamic

Final comments reported by researchers were:

while this study clearly presents some of the major
steps to consider while eetablishing a full- time
Islamic school, this in only one academic effort
that needs and require more research. Islamic
education is the future choice in North America and
more research must be done in all its various
aspect..
(Islamic Society of North America, 1991,
P. 79)
One of the few professional studies on full-time Islamic
schools in North America is Molook Roghanizad'e doctoral
dissertation,

-tb M

u s c b o l n in the United S t a t e l .

Molook (1990) intended to r~tudythe factors that contributed
toward the developmant of full-time Muslim schoole and the
direction Muslim schools were taking in the past 2 decades.
Molook (1990) suggested in her study that the
development of full-time Muslim schools came about as a

result of several factors.

Among them were dissatisfaction

with public schools, the changing social environment and
concerns about assimilation.

Regarding goals and objectives

of full-tima Muslim schools, Molook stated that there seemed
to be a striking homogeneity in the goals and objectives
that the schools have set for themselves.

The overall

picture was that these schools aimed to achieve the
following:
Develop " ~ o dconsciousness" among the children.
Provide an Islamic environment and contact with
Muslim peers.
Preserve and perpetuate the Islamic identity.
a

Nurture loyalty to the Islamic faith.
Streoo the transmission of the Islamic way of life,
which includes observation of daily prayers, Islamic
manners, deity, dress, and Islamic holidays.

a

Offer quality academic education in an Islamic
framework.
Galvanize the children against the negative effects
of the dominant culture.
Inculcate a sense of pride in their Islamic heritage
so that the new generation may feel at ease in
applying the Islamic model to problem solving in
this secular environment.
Include the teaching of the Quran, Arabic, and
Islaric Studies. (p. 129)

K a n a 1 H. A l i ' o (1981) dissertation, Muslim School

l

e

a in the United States:

n An&vais

of Issues.

roachea, was a case study of three
Muelim schools located in Brooklyn, New York, and
Philadelphia.

In his article 'Islamic Education in the

United States:

An Overview of Issues, Problem and Possible

Approaches," Ali (1984) also provided analysis of major
issues and problems arising out of attempts to implement
~slamiceducational alternatives to American Public
Schooling.

He stated that,

Ironically, although the influence of public
schooling is-seen as an increasingly dysfunctional
element in Muslir society, efforts to introduce an
Islamic alternative have hardly corrected the
situation. Muslim educators are small group. of
professional neophytes who find themselves faced
with the ominous task of constructing the
foundations of a Muslim school system in a country
that has no clear Islamic heritage. (p. 130)

In this chapter, the reviewed literature demonstrated
the conditions of public schools and examined several
significant forces which hava contributed to the general
dissatisfaction with public schools.

It also provided an

underetanding ot religious education.
Rightly or wrongly, public schools are often blamed for

the many ills facing America today.

Harris (1988) credited

the educational system in the United States with producing a
nation of massive adult illiteracy, youth with no backbone
and a generation in which parental authority has been
destroyed along with confidence in America's free marked

system.

He went on to say that YPublic educators have their

chance, they hava failed the testm (p. 19).

Howard (1990) believed that humanistic educators are
responsible for a system that "is destroying our young
people and producing a generation of functional illiterates,
confused and violent rebels, and drug burnout" (p. 135).
The early 19508, a back-to-basics movement was fueled by
books with such fearsome titles as

Johnny Can't Read

(Flesch, 1955) and

(Howard, 1990)

in -ion

.

As

the 1970s and 1980s unfolded, public confidence in America's
public schools was eroded by a series of reports indicating
alarm over public education.
1981, u

Jmes S. Coleman report in

c and Private Schoola fueled a nationwide
Coleman's (1981) report was followed by many

controversy.

other reform reports which att-pted

to describe the

American public school'.'

The best known was

n at u s k :

e I-ve

conditioli.

for Eweation Refol;gp

(National Comnrission of Excellence in Education, 1983).
This dissatisfaction with the public schools has
prompted a growing nunber of people to seek alternative
fonro of schooling tor their children.

Muslim parents, as

other parents in the United States realized that the goals
and objectives of public education have changed throughout

the years.

Muslim parents were confident that 'the

altarnative no choice" was incompatible with the United
States ideals.

They knew aleo that America is among the

most tolerant countrieo in the world w i t h respect to freedom
of expression and religious practice.

Their choice for

Islamic full-time ackools in North America was the
alternative to public achoolo.
The chapter presented a brief look at the fundamentals
of 1slamic education.

This helped illustrate the underlying

currents that propelled the Muslim community towardar the
establishment of Islamic full-time schools.
education in the United State.

Islamic

is a new phenomenon.

Only

recently have parents focused their attention on developing
full-time Islamic achoole.
to America ha.

The influx of Muslim imprigranto

become steady in the last decade, a

development which raises the need for full-time Islamic
schools.

The litarature indicated that parents sent their
children to religious schools to strengthen their faith, to
galvanize then against the negative effect of the public
schools and to offer them quality academic education.
Religious and aocial factors cannot be separated in
Islamic education.

Nasr (1994) reported that 'Islam

envisages religion as not juat a part of life but as the
whole of it

. . . it incorporatea what we do, what we rake,

and what we think and what we feel* (p. 3).

Religion is a

main factor in Ielamic education, but not the only one.
Islamic ducation also focuses on social and cultural
objectiverr.

Zanan (1985) stated that "The objective of

education is tha purification of mind and make people
cultured and courteous."

Imlamic education provides the

most harmonious development of body, mind and soul.

Husain

and A s h r a f (1979) stated that "knowledge divorced from faith

is not only partial knowladge, it can even be described as a

kind of new ignorance'

(pp. 37-38.)

t

Bennett (1992) also emphasized the importance of
religion in education when he stated that

too many

places in American public education, religion has 'been
ignored, banned, or shunned in ways that serve neither
knowledge nor the constitution, nor sound public policy" (p.
205).

Islamic scho0.1 planners and Muslim parents realized the
importance of marshaling the developing of full-timpa schools
which work to achieve religious, social, cultural and
educational goals that are valuable to Muslims.

CHAPTER 1x1
METHODOLOGY AND PROCEDURES

Introduction
According to Bogdan and Biklen (1982), the selection of
a methodology for a study should be determined by the
purpose of the investigation.

The intent of this study was

to glean information from parents whose children attended
Islamic schools in Florida to determine why they chose to
send their children to Islamic schools.

Chapter 111

describes procedures and methodology used in this
descriptive study.

The review of relevant literature proved that research
about Islamic Education and Islamic full-time schools was
extremely scarce.

Relevant research, dealing particularly

with parents' reasons for choosing Islamic full-time schools
in North America, was found to be nonexistent.

Therefore,

research was reviewed on a national basia, including studieo
dealing with the reasons why parents choose parochial
schools.

Two dissertations were found to be extremely

helpful in conducting this particular study.

The first study was conducted in 1982 by Foreman.

The

focus of the study was parental choice for Christian schools
in Oregon.

Eugene.

The second study was conducted in 1989 by

Eugene's study uncovered and analyzed the reasons

Iowa's parents enrolled their children in fundamental and
evangelical Christian schools.
Eugene (1989) employed the same interview guide as
Foreman (1982). This rasearcher adapted the interview guide
used by both Foreman and Eugene as the instrument of this

study.
~ccordingto Eugene (1989) and Forenan (1982), parents'
responses to the question of why they enrolled their

children in specific school setting.
difficult to ascertain.

were very complex and

Therefore, the formulation of

questions must be constructed to uncover and analyze the
reasons parents shared with the researcher.

Zeisel (1957)

called this careful construction of questions, 'reason
analysis" (p. 33).

Raason analyeim is a technique useful in explaining
people's behavior.
1957, p. 140).

It is the 'art of asking why" (Zeisal,

The purpose of reason analysis is to

'transform the personal and highly individual reasons for a
decision into precise knowledge" (Zeisel, 1957, p. 148).
Reason analysis is a method that fits the purpose of the
study.

This method consists of five crtepe; however, only

four are pertinent to this study:

Formulating the problem in terms of apecific

1.

research purpooes.
2.

Making topological distinctions, that is,
identifying the population so that it reflects the
'general" viewpoint of the population.

3.

Developing an accounting scheme, that is designing
an appropriate instrument to solicit responses.

4.

Interviewing for reasons, using a variety of
quecltions to reflect "true" reasons.

l?Qmuum
The purpose of? thie study was to discover and interpret
the reasons why parents in Florida chose to enroll thrir
children in Islamic schools.

Tha population of the study

consisted of parents from three I a l u i c schools operating in
the state o f Florida.

Parents were .elected

by tha

principal or the assistant principal of each respective
school.
schools.

The sample included 30 parents from 3 different

One school was in the city of Orlando; the other

two bere in the city of Tampa.
The researcher matched the groups according to the

gander of the parent.

The goal was to interviaw an even

number of m o t h e r . and fathers in the aelected school(s)
that is 15 father8 and 15 mothera.

-

The sample was also

matched according to the gender of the referent child.
of 30 referent children, 15 were girls and 15 were boys.

Out

Finally, the samples were matched according to the grade
level of tha referent child.

It was desired that 15

children attended elementary grades (K-5) and 15 attended
secondary grades (6-12).
The schools involved in this study were:
1.

Islamic Academy of Florida (IAF)

- located in Tampa

with a population of 120 students.
2.

Universal Academy ot Florida (UAF)

- located in

TazPpa with a population of 160 students.
3.

Muslim Academy of Central Florida (MACF)

- located

in Orlando with a population of 70 students.
This study was restricted to a limited population who

chose to send their children to Islamic schools in Florida.
In addition, if parents had more than one child enrolled in
Islamic schools, the researcher requested that their answers
pertain only to the oldest child.

An attempt was also made

to interview parents who had recently enrolled their
children in Icllaaic schools, as a
' more recent transfer
would yield more usable information" (Foreman, 1982, p. 36).

Face-to-face interviews were chosen to be the method of

gathering information for the atudy.

It was developed in

order to assess thrre categories of parental reasons tor
choosing Ialanic schools:
sociocultural ( 8 ) reasons.

Academic (A), Religious (R) and

The researcher served ae the

primary instrument for data collection.

A complete answer

to the question, 'Why did you enroll your child in this
Islamic School?" included information from the components of
the accounting scheme (sea Appendix D).
Developing an accounting scheme means to develop a set
of topica to be considera in the inquiry.

The accounting

scheme has to 'tranmforr idiosyncratic reasons into
generalized categories" (Foreman, 1982, p. 36).
In keeping with the methodology of the Foreman (1982)
and Eugene (1989) studies, a
' minimum of four parts to a
response must be present to constitute a complete answer"
(Gaudet, 1956, p. 429).
1.

The four parts are:

pld choice or new-Responses to the questions, YWhy
did you enroll your child in this Islamic school?

included reasons for dissatisfaction with the old
choice (previous school) and reasons for attraction
to the new choice (new school).

Somewhere in every

complete answrr there rust be a reason for
abandoning the old choice and selecting the new
choice.
2.

mcific Oc-en---Parents

were asked if a

specific avant or incident precipitated the decision
to choose the f ~ l a m school
i~
and abandon #a
school.

old

Thie event or incident may be the specific

and dynamic .lament

of the parents' decision-making

which goes beyond general dissatisfaction with the
old choice attraction to the new choice.
3.

Source--"A complete answer should include the source
of information whenever possibleB (Gaudet, 1956, p.
430).

The source of infomation could extremely

influence the parents' decision.

If the information

was obtained from a significant person, the source
of information could have a great impact on the
decision.

If the information was obtained from a

personal experience through observation, the source
could be tremendously influential.
4.

Cause of was--"Every answer should include a clue
to whether the respondent has learned new facts
about his choice or whether his own ideas have
changed so as to make the new choice suit better"
(Gaudet, 1956, p. 431).

Parents could have decided

to choose Islamic schools on the basis of new
information or they could have experienced a
complete change of thinking ideas about schools and
education.

In summary, a complete answer to the question, "Why did
you enroll your child in this Islamic School?'

included

intorration from each of the tour components outlined above.

Additional Components

f

Other questions were added to the m i n i m four
requirements for complete answers from the respondents.
additional parts ware:

The

miscellaneous questions about

enrollment, participants in the decision, parents' opinion
about public schools, parents' opinions about non-public

.

schools and parents' perceptions regarding the poseible
challenges and problems facing Islamic schools in North
America.

Parents' responses to the question of why they

enrolled their children in Islamic schools were categorized

as religious, sociocultural or academic.
In order to accurately discover reasons parents in
Florida enroll their children in Islamic schools, it was
necessary to know who the parents were that were enrolling
their children in Islamic schools.

"The question "why" is

bigger than it may appear, because "why" includes elements
of "who."

The elements of "why" and "who" are inextricably

intertwined'' (Foreman, 1982, p. 34-35).

Consequently,

descriptive information was an integral part of "why," and
the reason analysis could not be done without the
descriptive information about the parents.

This study attempted to measure reasons parents cite for
enrolling their children in Islanic schools.
judged to ba valid for three reason.:

The etudy was

First, the parts of

the accounting scheme, from which the interview guide was
taken, appear to cover all part.

of the question, "Why do

parents in Florida enroll their children in Islamic
schools?" Second, the interview guide was adapted from
previou~interview guides used in similar studies with
parochial schools.

Additionally, the interview guide was

distributad,to a set of parents as a pilot study for their
input regarding the formaat of the questions and length of
time to completa.
considered.
changed.

All comanents and criticism were

Selected ambiguous phrases and words were

The form and substance of the interview were

modified in responsa to the pilot study.

The accounting

scheme that was used to categorize and analyze information
in the study is outlined in Appendix D.

e for the mrviThe central purpose of this study was to discover why
parento in Florida enroll their children in Islamic schools.
The purpose of the study directed the method of data
collection.

Methodology revolved around intervimwing

process.
The data collection procedures selected for this study
may be described as a semi-structured interview with a few
open-ended questions.

In Bducati-1

Research, Borg and

Gall (1979) reported that:
the sui-otructured interview, therefore, has the
advantage of bring reasonably objective while still
permitting a more thorough undoretanding of the
respondent.'
opinions and the reasons behind them
than would be possible using railed questionnaires.
The semi-structured interview is generally most

appropriate for interview studies in education.
(P* 313)
The written questionnaire would not have served the
purpose of this study.

Draw and Hardman (1988) reported

that:
the advantages of an interview (over a
quemtionnaire) are the open-endad questions (those
requiring a response of so- length) can be used
with graatur coniidmnce, particular questions of
special intuast or value can be purrrued in depth,
follow-up questions can b. asked, and items that arc
unclear can be explained. (p. 99)

Content of the Interview
The interview guide contained 75 oral questions and 81
written questions (see Appendix E).
asked of all parent8 because so-

Not all queotionm were

questions ware conditioned

by a specific response to a previous question, and soma
questions were answered in reeponse to previous questions.
Every question in the interview served one of the three
purposes (see Appendix E):

Some questions were asked to

carry out the interviewing process.

Names of the child and

school were needed to facilitate the flow of the interview.
Specific names also tended to encourage parents to think

specifically, rather than in generalities (e.g.,

not 'the

Islamic schoolsw but "Universal Academy of Florida").
Specific questions were asked to solicit descriptive
information about parent8 and children.

Other questions

were asked to discover why parents enrolled their children

in Islamic schools.

Questions 21, 24, 25 and 30 were open-

ended.

Question 21 queried 'Can you tall some of the most

important reasons for choosing (name of Islamic school)?"
Question 24 queried 'If you were dissatisfied with public
schools in general, give only the most important reason for
your dissatisfaction?" Question 25 inquired "If you were
dissatisfied specifically with (name of public school), what

was the major reason?" Question 30 was asked as follows:
'What is the single moot important reason you are attracted
to Muslim schools in general, and specifically with (name of
Muslim school)? Give only one reason."
Advantages of.the open-ended format ware considerable.
In their book, -om,

Sudman and Bradburn (1987)

reported that 'In the hands of a good interviewer, the open
format allows and encourages respondents to give their
opinions fully and with as much nuance as they are capable
of" (p. 150)

.

The 156 questions of the interview guide were intended
to closely parallel the outline of the accounting scheme.

The intarview guide was divided into faur part.:

75 oral

questions forming the main part of the guide, 38 duographic
questions completed in writing by the respondent.
ranking list.

The two

were filled out in writing when Question 31 of

the oral interview was asked.

Nineteen otatements

represented the parents' opinions and prrceptions regarding
possible challenges and problem facing Islamic schools in

North America.

The statements were set up on a 5-point

scale asking for agreement or disagreement.
The interview guide was designed to uncover, through a
number of means, reasons for parents' decisions to enroll
their children in Islamic schools.

Open-ended questions

were designed to re-create the parents' decision-making
process in the parents' own words before the parents could
be restricted by the interviewer's categories.

The free

responses of the parents were later categorized as Religious
(R), Social (S) or Academic (A). After the open-ended

questions were answered, parents were given two lists of
reasons to rank.

One list presented 12 reasons parents were

dissatisfied with public schools.

The other list presented

12 reasons that parents were attracted to Muslim schools.

In each list of 12, 4 reasons were primarily religious, 4
social and 4 academic.

The purpose of ranking was to

encourage parents to choose which reasons were most
important to then.
Parents were first queried to indicate which 12 reasons
they agreed with.

If parents did not agree with reasons

presented, they were told to leave the line blank.
parent.

Next,

were aaked to rank order the raaeons they agreed

with, beginning with 1 as the reason they agreed with most.
To score the reasons, 10 points were assigned to the number
1 choice, 9 points to the number 2 choice, with the last
b

choice receiving a 1.

Numbers were totaled, and an R

(~eligious)score,

8

(Social) score and an A (Academic)

score were calculated for each parent based on the two
ranking lists.

Subiects of the Interview

The sample used in this study were from three Islamic

.

schools in Florida.
30 parents.

The researcher interviewed a total of

The schools that were surveyed, locations and

the number of parents surveyed are presented in Table 3.

Table 3
Location and Number of Survey Schools and Parents

1

3

Islamic Academy of
Florida (I=)

Tampa

Universal Academy of
Of Florida (UAF)

Tampa

Efu~limAcademy of
Central Florida (MACFI

Orlando

15

At the tire of the study, the researcher waa an
assistant principal in Muslin Academy of Central Florida
located in Orlando.

By involving fewer numbers of parents

from the Tampa schools (Islamic Academy ot Florida and
Universal Academy of Central Florida), time and travel to
conduct interviews were reduced.

In their book, pesianiDg

Conduct-

~ e b voral
i
R ~ S ~ W
Drew
, and Hardman (1988)

reported that:
One difficulty related to interview studies is the
high costs involved.

If the interview is conducted

on a face-to-face basis, costs can be extremely
high.

An interviewer's salary

is often considerable

and may include travel and lodging expenses.
(P. 111)
The researcher matched the groups according to the
gander of the parent interviewed.

Fifteen mothers and 15

The sample was also matched

fathers were interviewed.

according to the gender of the referent child.
girls and 15 were boys.

Fifteen were

The researcher included referent

children of all grade levels.

Fifteen children attended an

elementary school (K-5) and 15 attended a secondary school
(6-12).

Conducting the Interview
All interviews ware "guided and defined as purposeful
conversation between two or more persona, directed by one
person to obtain information, and focused on particular
topic" ( P a p , 1988, p. 62).

The interview guide (see

Appendix E) provided a plan for systematic collection of
data, thereby increaeing data comprehmeion.
The interviewing process began on December 15, 1995.
Principals of the two Islamic schools in Tampa were

contacted by telephone and asked to participate in the
study.

The purpose and procedures of the interview were

discussed.

T h e principals were asked to compile a list of

potential parents who could be interviewed.

The researcher,

an assistant principal at the Muslin Academy of Central
Florida

chose the parents who would ba interviewed.

In

deciding who would be interviewed, the following factors
were considered:
1.

T h e availability of the parents.

2.

The willingness of the parents to be interviewed.

3.

The gender of the parent.

and the gander and grade

level of the referent child.
4.

Selection of parents who had recently enrolled
children in the school, preferably during the 19951996

school year.

Each principal providd the researcher with lists of
parents' n u r s and telephone numbera.

Admittedly, because

the principals selected the respondents according to the

researcher'.

criteria of availability and willingnescl to

participate, the sample may have a bias.

The researcher contacted the parents by telephone and
asked them to participate in the study.

The times and

places for tha interviews were arranged to be most
convenient for the parents.

Eight parents were interviewed

in their h o u a , 12 parents w e r e interviewed at tho Islamic
Center, and 10 parents wera interviewed at rerrtaurante.

Several interviews ware audiotaped with the permission
of the interviewee.

However, the tape recorder was turned

off by the researcher if the interviewee discussed private
and personal information.

The researcher felttitwas

unethical to record private information.

The interviewees

were asked if they wanted the interview to be in English,
Arabic or Urdu.

Only portions of the conversations which

answered specific questions were transcribed.
interview was not transcribed.

The entire

A summary of the findings

was mailed to parents or principals who wished to learn the
findings ot the qtudy.

Since data do not speak for themselves, the role of the
researcher included the explanation of data (Pape, 1988).
Data which were quantifiable were analyzed through the use
of simple statistics.

Qualitative data ware interpreted in

a manner concristent with the operational definitions
utilized throughout t h i ~study.
are reported in Chapter IV.
Chapter V.

The results of the study

The conclusions are offered in

CXAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

The purpose of this study was to determine the reasons
given by some parents in Florida for enrolling their
children in Islamic schools.

Six research questions were

designed to ascertain reasons parents had for enrolling
their children in Islamic schoola.

In this Chapter, the

responsee to those questions are analyzed and the findings
of the study are reported.

What are the demographic and psychographic
characteristics of the parents in Florida who choose
to send their children to Islamic schools?
Descriptions of participants were derived from Parts 7,
8, 9 and 10 of the accounting scheme.

Part 7 of the scheme

was designed to analyze findings of demographic information
relating to parents and their children.

Part 8 of the

scheme organized parents' information and opinions aboutpublic schools.

Part 9 of the accounting scheme analyzed

parents' information and opinion about Islamic schools.
Part 10 summarized parents' perceptions about challenges
facing Islamic schools.

The entire accounting scheme

appear.

in Appendix D.

Data used in the accounting acheme

ware derived from the interview/questionnair. responses of
the parents.

Damgraphic and psychographic variables of the parents
surveyed in Florida Imlamic schools were examrined:

gender,

age, marital status, education level, occupation, incase,

.

ethnic background, atatus in America, years of residency in
America and religious preference.
The principal purpose of requesting demographic

information was to determine characteristics, attitudes, and
opinions of the parents who were interviewed.

Several

questions collected information about the respondent's
iscussed

spouse and referent
regarding gander of parents and children.

The sample was l~ratchedaccording to the gander of the

parent interviewed.
was used.

An

.qudl number of mothers and fathers

Of 30 interviewee.,

15 were fatheru and 15 ware

mothers.
The sample was matched according to the referent childfa
gender.

Of 30 referents, 15 were female and 15 were male.

The gender distribution of the parents interviewed is
presented in Table 4.

Table 5 presents the gender

distribution of the referent child.

Tabla 4
Distribution of Parents According to Gender (N=30)

ander

es~ondents

Female

ercentaae

15

50.0

Table 5
Distribution of Referent children According to Gander (N=30)

ender

ercentaae

Female

ale

15

50.0

15

50.0

Parents, including spouses ranged in age from 25-50
years old.

Two mothers declined to give their ages.

age distribution of all parents appears in Table 6.

The
Of the

30 parents interviewed, 28 were married and 2 were divorced.

Parents' educational levels for both the interviewee and
his/her spouse were placed in tour categories:

some high

school or less; a high school diploma; some college, college
degree or more.

As shown in Table 7, 8 respondents (13%)

indicated they had a high ochool diploma.

Eight parents

(132) reported they had some college but not a 4-year

college degree.

Forty parents (67%) reported they had

earned a 4-year college degree or more.

Table 6
Distribution of Parent8 According to Age (N=60)

otal
30 and under
31-35

ercentaag

7

0

7

11.6

10

4

14

23.3

30

30

41-45

46-50
51

and over

Not raported
otal

,

60

99.8

Table 7
Diatrfbution of Parents According to Educational Level
(N160)

arent Level
Some high
school or less
High school
diploma

Some collega
College degree
Or mOrQ

other
2

athsr

otal

ercantaga

Of 60 parents, 4 0 wera employed.

housewives.

Seventeen mothers wera

Two parents were college students and 1 father

was unemployed.

An alphabetical list of parents'

occupatiolu ia preaenteb in Table 8.

Table 8
Parents' Occupations (N-6 0)

Number of Parent@

Number of
Jobs

#olding t h e Job

Jobs

Architect
Airline employee
College teacher

College atudant
Computer programmer

Dentist
Food service worker

Housewives
Health inspector

Lab technician

Office manager

Physician
Principal
Private instructor
Self-urp1oy.d

Secretary
71

Number of
Jobs

Number of Parents
oldina the Job

obs
School teacher
Travel agent
Veterinarian

Total family income for the year 1995-1996 was divided
into six categories:

Less than $10,000, $10,000-$15,000,

$15,000-$20,000, $20,000-$25,000, $25,000-$35,000, and over
$35,000.

Only 1 (3%) household reported income of less than

$10,000, 2 households (6.6%) reported incomes of $10,000$15,000, 3 household.

(10%) reported incomes of $15,000-

$20,000, 1 household (3%) reported an income of $20,000$25,000, 6 households (20%) reported incomes of $25,000$35,000, and 13 households (432) reported incomes over
$35,000.

Four households (7%) declined to report their

income.
Parents reported different ethnic backgrounds.
ethnic backgrounds were placed in seven categories:

The
Asian

(Pakistani and Indians), Arabs (Egypt, Lebanon, Syria,
Palestine, Tunisia, Libya, United Emirates, and Saudi
Arabia) , West Indieo (Jamaica, Trinidad, and Guyana),
African American, Philippines and Caucasians.

Ten parents

(17%) reported they were from either India or Pakistan, 28
(47%) indicated they were Arabs, 6 10% reported they were
72

fron the West Indies, 2 (3%) indicated they were African
Americans, 2 (3%) reported they were from the Philippines
and 12 (202) reported they ware Caucasians.

Table 10

the distribution of parents according to ethnic

present.

backgrounds.

Table 9
Distribution of Parents According to Income (N=30)

Number of
Percentaae
less than $10,000

.

1

3 3

30

99,8

$15,001-$20,000
$20,001-$25,000
$25,001-$35,000
over $35,000
Not reported

Parents' status in America was divided into four

categories:
Visa.

American citizen, permanent resident, student

Forty seven parents (782) indicated they were

American

citizen^, 9 parents (152) reported being permanent

residents, and 4 ( 7 % ) parents possessed student visas.

Tabla 11 presents the parents? years of residency in the
United States of America.

Table 10

Distribution of Parents According to Ethnic Backgrounds
(N160)

Mom

otal

ercentaae

African
American
Arab

Asian
~aucasians
philippine

Wist Indian

Table 11.

Distribution of Parents According to Status in America
(N=60)
- -

atus

Mother

ather

M e r ican
citizen
Permanent
resident
Student visa
Otherdi
otal

0

0

0

30

30

60

100.0

Table 12 presents the years of residency in the United

States of America.

Data revealed that none of the parents

lived in America less than 3 years.

Six respondents (10%)

lived between 3-7 years in the United States, 10 parents
(17%) lived between 7-11 years.
between 15-20 years.

Seven parents (12%) lived

Tan parents (17%) lived 20 years, and

15 parents (25%) resided all their lives in America.

Table 12

Distribution of Parents According to Years
of Residency in America (N=bO)

otal
less than 3

0

0

0

0.0

Between 3-7

4

2

6

10.0

10

Between 7-11
Between 11-15

2

Between 15-20

1

Over 20
All life

14

1

30

30

60

99.8

With regard to religion, 43 parents (728) reported they
were born Mui~lim~,
12 parents (20%) indicated they were
converted Muslim, 3 parents (52) reported they were
Christians, 1 parent 2% indicated ohe was Jewish, and 1
parent indicated ha had other religious preference.
13 presents the distribution of parents' religion.

Table

Table 13
Distribution of Parents ~ccordingto Religion (N160)

on

Per-+.a-

Born Muslin

15

28

43

71.7

Convert to Muslim 11

1

12

20.0

Christians
Jewish

1

0

1

1.7

Others

0

1

1

1.6

30

30

60

100 0

Information about the parents8 lavals of religious
commitment is presented in Table 14.

Concerning the level

of religious commitment among the 60 parents, 28 parents
(47%) rated themselves highly committed, 28 parents (17%)
rated average level ot commitment, 4 parents (6%) rated fair
level of comnitment.

None of the parents rated low level of

religious commitment.

To the question about mosque attendance, data reported
from the parents indicated that 19 of 60 parents (36%)
reported attending the mosque frequently.
parent.

Thirty five

(582) reported soaoetimes and 6 parents (101)

.

reported never (Table 16)

Fourteen parents (23%)

interviewed reported they had been members of one of the
Islamic organizations (Tabla 15).

Twenty s i x (43%) reported

they attended Friday Prayer regularly, 7 (12%) rarely

missed, 18 (30%) sometimes, and 9 (15%) never.

Tables 13-22

present parents' distribution according to religion,
religious comitm%nt and practice.

Table 14

Distribution of Parents According to Level of Commitment
(N160)

ment

ather

13

15

28

46.7

Fair

2

2

4

6.6

Low

0

0

0

0.0

30

30

60

100.0

High

otal

ercemas

other

Average

Table 15
Distribution of Parent. According to Member
of Islamic Organizations (N=6O)

otal

er
Yes

No

7

7

14

ercentaaa
23.3

Distribution of Parents According to
Attendance of the Mosque (N=60)
------

er
Frequently
S O I B~ ~
IB
~~BS

Never

w

otal

6

13

19

31.7

20

15

35

58e3

4

2

6

10.0

30

30

60

100,O

Table 17

Distribution of Parmnts According to
Attendance of Friday Prayer (N=60)

Regularly

7

19

Rarely miosed
Sometimes
Never

26

43.3

7

12

6

18

30.0

6

3

9

15,O

30

30

60

100,O

Table 18
~istributionof Parents According to Fasting Ramadan (N=60)

a
Yes
Sometimes

Fawr

otal

22

26

48

80.0

4

3

7

11.7

30

30

60

100.0

Never

ota1

Table 19
Distribution of Parents According to Reading Quran (N=6O)

peadina

Yes

Mom :

Father

16

21

37

61.7

30

30

60

100.0

otal

Percentaae

Sometimes
Never
Total

Table 20

Cover for Wonan (Hijab) (N=60)

Yes

I don't know

otal

16

18

34

56.7

5

6

11

18.3

30

30

60

100.0

Table 21
Attendance of Community Activities (N=6O)

ttendance

ota1

other

Father

Yes

11

14

25

41.7

sometimee

15

14

29

48.3

4

2

6

10.0

Never

Percentaae

Table 22
Teaching Children about Islam (N160)

otal

Yes

16

16

Sometimes

10

11.

4
30

No
Total

ercentagt

32

53.3

3

7

11.7

30

60

100.0

Parents' Characteristics and Opinions
Conearning Public Schools
Of the 30 parents interviewed, 11 parents (36.6%)

attended public schools (see Table 23).

All parents who

attended public schools agreed that public schools had
changed since they attended.

A majority of parents talked

about tha moral decay, violence and lack of discipline.
Typical comments w e r e :
not the same,."

'yea,

too much, public schools are

'There is no control on the students'

Table 23

Summary of Parents' Responses About the Public School (N=30)

V a r u l e Descri~tors

No. Of Parents
Who Answered
Yes

ercentaae

11

36.6

Parent attended public school
Agree public schools have
changed
Considered alternative public
education
Presently has a child in
public school
Feel guilty about not
supporting public school through
my child's attendance
Would consider enrolling child in
public achool if school is
academically equal

'

Would consider enrolling child in
public school if school is
socially equal
Would consider enrolling child
back in a public school

Tried to change public school
olicv before leavba

6

-

behaviors."

20.

'There is no protection for teachers or safe

environment anymore."

'No morality."

Only 2 of 30 parents (6.6%) reported considering
alternative public education.

Five parents reported having

other school-age children in public schools.

When asked

about the reason tor choosing to enroll that child in public

school, 1 parent cited 'financial reason."

One parent said,

"I have a 5-year old child in public school, it is an

excellent school, stimulating environment that Islamic
Schools cannot match."

Two parents indicated that attending

public high schools gave their children more academic
opportunities, such as scholarships and advanced classes.
One parent reported that their child has a learning
disability and the Islamic school has no special facilities.
Only 2 of 30 parents (66%) reported that they felt
guilty or bad about not supporting public schools through
their child's attendance in public school.

One parent said,

'
I support whichever school my child attends."
When asked if they would consider enrolling their
children in a public school, if the school were academically
equal to the Islamic school, 8 patents (26.6%) said, 'yes,
would consider it."

I

However, when asked if they would

consider enrolling their children in a public ochool if the
school offered an equal social environment, 14 parents
(46.6%) answered 'yes."
Parents were asked if they would consider re-enrolling

their children in public schools

- only 5 parents considered

re-enrolling their child in public schools.
found tuition costs a financial strain.

One parent

Three parents

reported that the Islamic schools their children attended
had low academic
standards
and did not meat
their children's
. .- - .
.
-.
. . _,.:
,
.4 -*
naeda. One parent (3.32) said, 'This Islamic school is
- .

j

.

didactic and rigid, my child is 6 years old, I want my child
to have fun, get to learn important life lessons through

There was a variety of responses to the qudstions, "What
kind of changes would you want to see in public schools
before you would consider sending your child to public
school?

Soma responses were:

"Discipline and good morals,"

"stop violence, drugs, smoking and drinking," 'eliminate
negative peer pressure," "I want an Islamic environment, I
know that it is impossible," 'teach respect and
rasponeibility," 'revert 30 years at least," 'strict dress
code," and ''more emphasis on acadenics."
Another interesting public school response involved
~irshman's concept of 'exit and voice" according to Eugene
(1989).

Hirshman indicated that neither parents who exit

public schools, nor parents who raise their voice against
the public school system oesk to change public schools
before leaving then, and enrolling their children in private
schools

.

Parent8 in this study ware asked if they tried to change

public school policy before leaving.

Only 6 parents (209)

raised their voices to change the public school system.
Responses were:

YI have talked to some young otudents about

a conservative way of dress, I wao a teacher in that
school."

"I was an active PTA mom, volunteered in many

extra activities in order to be involved for my daughtar'o

sake, but the environment is too much to change."

'
I talked

to the principal and told her that we do not want our
children to be subjected to religious aspects of holiday
'
I sent a letter to my child's teacher

celebration."

telling him about Islamic Holidays."

'
I attended a PTA

meeting and I talked about the significance of morality at
schools. "
Twenty four parents (80%) did not seek or compel any
change.'

Some of their responses were:

Everyone must agree

for all parents and all student@.
before you can change anything.

I am not optimistic."

parents are needed, not just one."
problem, parents can't solve it."
chance."
to do."

I
' don't have the time."
'We

'This

'All

is a difficult

I
' didn't have the
'There

is just too much

need to change society first."

teacher in a public school.
it."

'This is a problem

I
' worked as a

There is no way you can change

'
I want my child to learn about his religion.

schools are prohibited by law to teach religion.

Public

If they

do, they violate the separation of church and state.

How

can we change tha decay of morality without religian?"

'If

I can make change in academic areas, what about social and
religiouo area.?

These areas are my main concern.

you there is no hope."

A

I told

summary of parentsf responses

about the public schools appears in Table 23.

Parents' characteristics and Opinions
Concerning Islamic Schools
Regarding parents' commitment to Islamic schools, 27
parents (90%) reported that they were highly committed to
Islamic schools in general (see Table 24).

Fourteen (46.6%)

of the same parents mentioned they were highly committed to
the specific school their children attended.

Three parents

(10%) regretted enrolling their children in Islamic schools.
Parents were asked, 'It you were to move to another part
of the state, would you first look for public schools or
Islamic schools?'

Twenty-six (86.6%) parents reported that

they would first look for Islamic schools and 4 (13.3%)
reported they would check out both.
Parents were asked about considering home schooling for
their children.

Ten (33.32) parents reported they had

considered home schooling.

Thirteen (43.3%) parents have

only 1 child attending the Islamic school, 11 (36.6%)
parents hava 2 children, 3 (10%) parents have 3 children and
3 (10%) parents have 4 children.

Eight parents considered not having their child enrolled
in an Islaaic echo01 when it is an option.

Twenty five of

the 30 parents (83.32) indicated tuition was a problem.
There are a number of challenges that parents cited in
regard to Islasic schools.

Table 25 presents parents'

perceptions regarding possible problems and challenges
facing Islaaic schools in North America.
in order of times mentioned.
c

Statements appear

Table 24
Summary of Islamic Schools Data (N130)

No. Of Parents
Who Answered
es

*
a r *i a b u Descr~>tors

High commitment to Islamic
schools
High commitment to the specific
school your child attends
Have regret about enrollment in
Islamic schools
If moved, would look tor Islamic
schools before public schoolts
Considering teaching child in
home school situation
Believe it is a sin not to enroll
e child in Islamic s w o l s

8

26.6

The driving distance to Islamic schoolo ranged from 1
mile to 56 riles (one way) and was perceived by 50% of the
parents as a problem.

The driving distance to public

schools ranged fron %ext

door' to 7 miles (one way).

Eight

parents (26.6%) were employed by the school their children
attended; I as teachers, 2 as administrators and 1 as a
principal and these provided transportation.

Five parents

(16.62) reported they did volunteer work for the school
their child attended.

The volunteer work included such

things as serving on the school board, fund raising, serving
lunch, cleaning the school, and teaching.

Twenty five parents (83.3%) agreed that tuition was a
problem.

Twenty two (73.3%) agreed that inadequate physical

facilities was a problem.

Lack of money was selected to be

a problem by 22 parents (73.3%).

Twenty parents (66.62)

agreed that lack of parental involvement is a drawback.
Eighteen (60%) parents agreed that lack of certified
teachers was a challenge facing Islamic schools.

Lack of

extracurricular activities was also considered a problem by
18 (60%) parents.

Seventeen (56.6%) parents indicated that

conflict with other Ielamic schools was a problem, and 15
(50%) parents considered the driving distance a problem.

Fourteen (46.6%) parents agreed that the school was too
small, and 14 (46.6%) agreed that enrollment was too low.
Thirteen (43.32) parent.

agreed that the administration waa

in the hands of the board.

Thirteen (43.3%) indicated that

Islamic schools have an uncertain future.

Accreditation was

considered a problem by 12 (40%) parents.

No parent

reported that Islamic schools'

principals and

administrators lacked Islamic knowledge.

Eight (26.6%) yere

concerned about the lack of qualified Arabic and Islamic
study teachers.

Four (13.3%) parents felt that mixing boys

and girls in the classroom was a problem.

Four (13.3%)

parents concurred that Islamic schools lacked materials for
Arabic and Islamic studies.

Four (13.3%) believed that

separate education tor minorities was very unlikely to
result in equal education.

Three (10%) parentr, felt that

segregation of Muslim students from the regular society does
not give them the opportunities to learn how to live
Islamically in a non-Muslim society.

Table 25
Frequencies and Percentage. of Parents Who Agreed
with the Possible Challenges and Problems
Facing Ialaric Schools (N130)

Problem. Facing
s l a c Schools
Tuition
Inadequate physical facilities
Lack of finance
Lack of parental involvement
Lack of certified Muslim
teachers
Lack of extracurricular
activities
Conflicted with the comnunity
Driving distance
School is too small
Enrollment is extremely low
The administration is in the
handm of the school board
Uncertain future
Accreditation
Lack of Islamic
knowledgeable administration

No. Of Parents
Who Answered

es

Percentaaq

ariable Descri~tors

No, Of Parents
Who Answered
es

Percentaae

High commitment to Islamic
schools
High commitment to the specific
school your child attends
Have regret about enrollment in
Islamic schools
If moved, would look for Islamic
schools before public schools
considering teaching child in
home school situation
Believe it is a sin not.to enroll
the child in Islamic schools
Lack of qualified Arabic and
Islamic teachers
Separate education for minorities
is very unlikely to result in
equal education

Lack of Arabic and Islamic
studies materials
Mixing boys and girls
Segregate Muslim students iron
regular society does not give them
the opportunity to learn how to
live Islamically in a non-~uslim
ocietv

3

10.0

Do parents in Florida enroll their children in
Islamic schools primarily because they are attracted
to these schools or because they are dissatisfied
with public schools?
Parents were asked if they enrolled their children in
Islamic schools because they were dissatisfied with public
schools or because they were attracted by Islamic schools.
Only 7 (23.3%) parents reported they were dissatisfied with
public schools, 23 (76.6%) reported they were attracted to
Islamic schools.

'
I am

Some of the parents' comments were:

not dissatisfied, it is not my decision."

'It

is rather

fear more than dissatisfaction."
When parento were asked if they were attracted to
Islamic schoola in general (yes or no), or ware specifically
attracted to their child's Islamic school (yes or no), two
thirds of the parents responded yes to attraction in general
and one third responded yes to attraction to the specific
school their child attended.
when parents were asked if they were dissatisfied with
public schools in general or their child's public school, 20
parents (66.68) said 'in general."

Ten parents (33.3%) were

dissatisfied with their children's specific school.

Table

26 presents the data for the answers to Questions 22, 23 and

Parents' reasons for dissatisfaction with public schools
or attraction to Islamic schools were divided into three
categories:

religiouo, sociocultural and academic reasons.

Three open-ended questions w e r e asked to clarify the reasons

for parentat dissatisfaction with public schools or interest
in Islamic schools.

Question 21, "Can you tell some of the

most important reasons for choosing Islamic schools?"

Table 26
A Sunaaary of the Data for Question 22, 23 and 26 (N130)

estion

Parents' Res~onseq

22. Did you change schools mostly
because you ware dissatisfied with
public schoolo or because you were
attracted by Islamic schools?

Dissatisfied
Attracted

23. Were you diasaticlfied with
public schoolst in general or
specifically?

In general
Specifically

26. Do you think that you ware
attracted to I~laricschools in general
or snacificUv?

In general
Specifically

-

- 237

- - 20
10
--

20
10

Question 24, "If you were dissatisfied with public
schools in general, give only the w s t important reason for
your-dissatisfaction." Question 30, "What is the single
most important reason you are attracted to Islamic schools
in general, and specially with your child's school?"
Tha responses for these questions ran the gamut of

raligioua, sociocultural and academic reason..
categories are discussed in turn.

The three

Table 27 illustrates the primary category of reasons
cited by parents ae the basis for their dissatisfaction with
public schools or interest in Islamic schools.

Table 27
Parents' Reasons for Dissatisfaction with Public Schools
and Interest in Islamic Schools (N=30)

Reason

ateaarv

puestion

Number
Of
Parents

%Acre

Religious
Social
Academic

16
11

Religious
public schools in general, give
Social
only the moot important reason for Academic
Other
your dissatisfaction.

10
15

30. What is the single most
important reason you are attracted
n Islamic schools
aeneral?

18

60

10

33.3

2

6.6

21. Can you tell some of the
most important reasons for
choosing Islamic schools?
24. If you were dissatisfied with

Religious
Social
Academic

3

4

1

Religious Reasona
Sixteen of 30 parents (51.6%) from the 3 Islamic schools
involved in the study, responded to Question 21 on the
reasone for selecting Islamic schools as religious.

Of 16

parents citing religious reasons, 4 of 7 (57.1%) were from
the Islamic Academy of Florida (IAF); 4 of 8 (50%) were from
the Universal Academy of Florida (UAF); and 8 of 15 (53.3%)
were from the Muslim Academy of Central Florida (MACF).
General comments which indicated religious reasons reflected

interest in religious education and Islamic principles.
Examples of these comments were:

We want our children to have Islamic education,
study Quran, and Arabic.
To learn more about Islam.

I generally want my children and all other children
to have the best of both worlds, Islamic schools
reinforce Islamic principles, teach Quran and
Islamic studies.
We should increase our children's knowledge about
Islam. Allah says in the Quran 'God will exalt
thoae who believe among you and those who have
knowledge to high ranks. God is informed of what ye
do (Quran-11)
Allah also say. 'Those truly fear
God among his servants who hava knowledge.'
(Quran-28)

.'

I want my daughter to learn about Islam. Have you
heard about the Prophet Mohaumed8a Hadith 'No
present or gift out of all the gifts and presents to
a child ie superior to a good Islamic education?'
We want our children to hava strong faith in Allah
and obey him. If they don't have Islamic knowledge,
they can fall astray from tha right path and may be
misled in the absence of knowledge.
In Question 24, parents were asked to cite one reason
for dissatisfaction with public schools.

Ten of 30 parents

(33.3%) cited religious reasons for dissatisfaction with
public schools; 2 of 7 (28.5%) from the Islamic Academy of
Florida (IAF); 3 of 8 (37.5%) from the Universal academy of
Florida (UAF); and 5 of 15 (33.3%) from the Muslim Academy
of Central Florida (MACF). General parents* statements
reflected lack of sensitivity to Islamic principles in
public schools.

Examples of these responses were "public

schools separate church and state, but at the same time

celebrate religious holidays such as Christmas, what about
my child's

Islamic holidays?"

"It is difficult to practice

religion in public schools, such as prayer, fasting in

Other parents' remarks reflected lack of tolerance by
peers, @.go, 'daughter's

head cover."

'Students in public

schools make fun of our Islamic values, no dating, no
dancing, etc."

"My child was ridiculed by peers because of

the religion."
Other parents' comments were related to the lack of
religious values and principles in public schools.

Several

parents' comments were 'The public schools no longer permit
teaching raligion."

'Public schools removed Cod and moral

religious values from classroo8~s." 'Some schools teach
antireligious principles."

'Public schools teach our

children that life began by chance."
Question 30 was the third open-ended question.

Parents

were queried 'What is the single most important reason you
ware attracted to Islanic schools in general?" Seventeen of
30 parents (57.62) responded to Question 30 with primarily

religious reasons for attraction to Islamic schools.

Of the

17 parents who reported religious reasons, 4 of 7 (57.1%)
were from the Islamic Academy of Florida (IAF), 5 of 8
(62.5%) were from the Universal Academy of Florida (UAF),

and 8 of 15 (53.32) were from the Muslim Academy of Central
Florida (WACF).w

General responses which indicated these

religious reasons were related to 1slamic knowledge and
faith, e.g.,

"For Islamic knowledge."

"Today, more than

ever, we need to be strengthened through the study of
religion."

"Learn and practice their faith."

afternoon prayers. "

"Study the Quran."

"Daily

"Increase their

Islamic knowledge."
Other parents' comments were related to building the
Islamic personality, e . g . , "Develop an 1sl.pnic personality,
to attain piety and faith which should be developed so that
it creates a righteous person."

"It is our responsibility

and moral duty to educate and raise our children to be true
Muslims. "

Sociocultural Reasons
Eleven of 30 parents (36.6%) responded to Question 21
regarding the reasons for selecting Islamic schools as
sociocultural.

Of 11 parents citing sociocultural concerns,

3 of 7 (42.83) parents were from the Islamic Academy of

Florida ( I A F ) , 3 of 8 (37.5%) parent8 wera from the
Universal Academy of Florida (UAF'), and 5 of 15 (33.3%)
parents were from the Muslim Academy of Central Florida
(MACF).

General sociocultural concerns wera related to the

school's environment and discipline.
responses were
environment."

Examples of parents'

want our children to be in a sate
"The public school environment ia dangerous."

'Islamic schools have a safe

and orderly environment."

'Islamic schools have nore discipline and have control on
students."

@Our children learn discipline by learning

responsibility."

"Good manners and behaviors, obedience,

and respect are very imp~rtant.~
Other responses from the parents reflected some cultural
reasons, such as, A
'

significant population of Muslims from

around his father's country who shares the same social
habits and cultures.*

'In Islamic schools, my child's

culture and identity are respected and my child is more
confident."
When responding to Question 24, 16 of 30 parents (50.3%)
cited sociocultural reason.

for dissatisfaction with public

Four of 7 pareta (57.12) were from the Islamic

schools.

Academy of Florida (IAF), 4 of 8 (50%) were from the
Universal Academy of Central Florida, and 8 of 15 (53.3%)
parents were from the Muslim Academ~yof Central Florida
(MACF).

General parents8 statements reflected a lack of

discipline in public schools.
were:

'Public schools suffer from lack of discipline."

'Lack of respect for teachers."

are wild."
student.

Examples of parents' comments

'Some student.

'Children in public schools

carry knives at schools.'

use drugo at schools."

"

. . . Drinking alcoholic

beverages and smoking is a big problem.'
afraid of phyeical attacks on my eon."
lenient in public school."

'Sople

.I am really
"Punishment is too

Other responses indicated peer pressure as a major
concern in public schools.

Examples of parents' responses

were: 'Peer pressure is strong in public schools. *

'What

if

my daughter gets affected by the corrupt students around
her?"
Some parents cited cultural reasons, e.g.,
discrimination and prejudice."
even recognized."
Americanized."

'My

son's

'racial

culture is not

'
I don8t want my daughter to be

'Dating, dancing and having children before

marriage are considered sins in our religion."
Parents reflected their fears regarding the
deterioration of a value system in public schools.

They

reported 'Public schools do not teach moral values."

"If my

child learns math, science and English without any manners
or morality, his mind will be spoiled and I will lose him.*
For Question 30, 11 of 3 0 parents (36.6%) reported
sociocultural reasons as the attraction to Islamic schools.
Of 11 parents citing sociocultural reasons, 3 of 7 parents
(42.8%) were from the Islasic Academy of Florida (I-),

3 of

8 parents (37.52) were from the Universal Academy of Florida

(UAP), and 5 of 15 parents (33.3%) ware from the Muslim
Academy of central Florida (MACF).
General sociocultural reasons for attraction to Islamic
schools were related to the environment and discipline.

I don't
Examples of parents' responses ware: '

not need to

worry about violence, drugs or child abuse, my child is

nMora strict discipline."

safe."

Several responses

reflected cultural reasons, such as, "I want my child to
carry my traditiono and cultural habits and not to be
Americanized.*

'Thia

Islamic school teaches my child to be
I

proud of his heritage and culture."

'
I heard about the

melting pot of America."

~cademicReasons
Three of 30 parents (101) responded to Question 21

regarding the reasons for selecting Islamic schools as
academic.

Of the 3 parents citing academic concerns, none

of the 7 parents from the Islamic Academy of Florida (IAF)
reported academic reasons, 1 of 8 (12.5%) parents were fron
the Universal Academy of Florida (UAF), and 2 of 15 (13.3%)
parents were from the Muslim Academy of Central Florida

.

(MACF)

Exampleo of acadenic concerns were:

"Islamic schools

have better academic education than public schools."
are only 3 atudente in my daughter's

'There

class, she gets more

attention."
To Question 24, 4 of 30 parents (13.35) responded with
academic reasons for dissatisfaction with public schools.
One of 7 parents (14.2%) was fron the Islamic Academy of
Florida ( I A F ) , 1 of 8 parents (12.5%) was from the Universal
Academy of Florida (UAF), and 2 of 15 parents (13.32) were
from the Muslim Academy of Central Florida (MACF).

Parents'

responses were related to the curriculum and instruction.
Examples of parents' responses were:
is very weak."

'Teachers can't

teach one to one because of

the number of students in the class."
students in one classroom."

'The math curriculum

'There are 25

'Lack of motivation or desire

for learning. "
When responding to Question 30, 2 of 30 parents (6.62)
voiced academic reasons for attraction to Islamic schools.
The 2 parents wera from the Muslim Academy of Central
Florida (MACF).

Examples of parents' responses were:

'More

attention in the class because of fewer number of students."
'Individualized teaching.

...

n

In response to Question 31, parents were to complete two
lists by ranking their responses from 1 (highest) to 12
(lowest).

The first list asked them to identify the reasons

for their interest in Islamic schools and the second list
asked them about the reasons for their dissatisfaction with
public schools.
According to the first ranking list illustrated in Table
28, the main reasons for attraction to Islamic schools were

religious, followed by sociocultural reasons and finally
academic reasons were parents' last choice.
In the second ranking list illustrated in Table 29, the
main reasons for dissatisfaction with public schools were
sociocultural followed by religious and finally academic.
The rankings wera weighted by assigning 10 points to the

Table 28
Ranked List of 12 Reasons for Attraction to Islamic*Schools

eason
1

eason

oints

This Islamic School teaches Quran
and Islamic studies. It helps
children develop ~od-consciousness
and rational understanding of
Islam.

Religious

233

This Islamic school promotes and
inculcates Islamic behavior within
an Islamic framework based on Quran
and Sunnah

Religious

203

Religious
This Islamic school nurtures my
child's loyalty to the Islamic faith.

176

This Islamic school provides a safe
and orderly environment.

Sociocultural

16.0

This Islamic school preserves
cultural and national identity of
original homeland. It also
preserves and perpetuates the
Islamic identity.

sociocultural

122

This Islamic school develops a
wholesome appreciation for the
value of religion in human life.

Number of
Parents

.

30

Percentaae
100 0

eason
7

Thie Islamic school offers a
quality education.

6

olnts

Academic

108

This lrrlaric school provides my
Sociochild with opportunities to put his/ cultural
her values to uae in the classroom,
at lunch, durincr recess and on the
playground.

87

This Islamic school teaches my child Sociodiscipline by teaching him/her
cultural
responsibility.

65

This Islamic school emphasizes basic Academic
skills such as reading, writing and
and mathematics.

This Islamic school offers my child Academic
a high level of coaprehensive
inetmction by competent teachers.
12

This Islamic school has more
emphasis on basic subjects as math
and science.
Total Religious Points = 729;
Total Social Points = 434
Total Academic Points = 248
-

Note.

Academic

49

39

Number of
Parents
17

ercentaae
56.6

Table 29
Ranked List of 12 Reasons for Dissatisfaction with Public Schools

eason
1

oints

The public school exposes my child
Social
to an environment of social violence
holocaust of diseases, crime,
drinking, smoking and drugs.

208

The public school teaches my child
an alternative way of life which in
many instances is diametrically
opposing to Islamic lifestyle.

Religious

186

The public school doeen't give my
child the type of environment that
ia conducive to the kind of social
development I want for him/her.

Social

The public school places my child at Social
risk of negative peer pressure.
The public school lacks discipline
and control of students' behavior.

Social

The public school has anti-religious Religious
humanistic philosophy.

58

The public school has low academic
standards.

47

Academic

Number of
Parents
24

Percentaae

Number of

ofnts
8

The public school is guided by
educational philosophies based on
athefsr.

~eligious 45

The public school does not put
Academic
enough enphasio on math and science.

44

The public school fails to motivate
my child to continue his/her
education.

Academic

39

The public echo01 denies my child
religious freedor.

Religious

30

The public school stifles creativity ~cademic
0
mv child's Droaress.
Notet Total Religious Points = 358
T o t a l Social Points = 637
Total Academnic Points = 147

17

11
)Ir

o
W

12

arents

Percentaae

8

3

10.0

Table 30
Parents' Reasons for Enrolling Their Children in Islamic Schools

eaaon
1

oints

The I#slamic School teachers Quran
Religious 233
and Ialaric studies. It helps
children develop God-consciousness
and rational understanding of Ialam.
The public school exposes my child
Social
to an environment of social violence
holocaust of diseases, crime,
drinking, smoking and drugs.

208

This Islamic school promotes and
inculcates Islamic behavior within
an Islamic framework based on Quran
and Sunnah

Religious

203

The public school teaches my child
an alternative way of life which in
many instances is diametrically
opposing to Islamic lifestyle.

Religious

186

Religious
This Islamic school nurtures my
child's loyalty to the Islaric faith.

176

The public ochool doesn't give my
child the type of environment that
is conducive to the kind of social
development I want for hir/her.

Social

Number of
arents
30

Percentaae
-

7

This Ielaric school provides a safe
and orderly environment.

Social

The public achool places my child
at risk o f negative peer pressure.

social

Thia Islamic school preBarves
cultural and national identity of
original homeland. It also
preserves and perpetuates the
Islamic identity.

Social

This Islamic echo01 develop# a
wholeeora appreciation tor the
value of religion in huran life.

Religious 117

This Islamic school offer. a quality Academic
academic education in an Islamic
frasework.
Th. public school lacks discipline
and control of students' behavior.

Social

Social
This Islamic school provides my
child with opportunities to put his/
her values to use in the classroom,
at lunch, during recess and on the
playground.

160

108

25

eason

oints

This Islamic school teaches my child Social
discipline by teaching him/her
responsibility.
15

The public echo01 has anti-religious Religious
humanistic philosophy.

58

This Islamic school emphasizes basic Academic
skills such as reading, writing and
and mathematics.

52

This Islamic school offers my child
a high level of coaprehensive
instruction by competent teachers.

Academic

49

The public school has low academic* Academic
standards.

47

19

The public school is guided by
educational philosophies based on
atheism.

45

20

This Islamic school doesn't put
Academic
enough emphasis on math and ecience.

44

The public school fails to motivate
my child to continue his/her
education.

39

Religious

Academic

Number of
arents

Percentaae

Number of

eason
22

24

Note.

oinks

This Islamic school has more
emphaoi~on basic subjects as math
and science.

Academic

39

The public school denies my child
religious freedom.

Religious

30

- --

The public crchool stifles creativity Academic
and slows dawn mv thud's Droqre%g5.
Total Religious Points
1,087
Total Social Points
1,071
Total Academic Points
395

17

arents

3

Percentaagi

10eO

parents' first choice to 1 point for their last choice.
~umericalsumo were calculated for each reason and data
displayed according to the points received.
Table 30 presents the ranking of 24 reasons for
attraction to Islamic schools or dissatisfaction with public
schools.

Table 31 summarizes the rankings of the three main

categories of concern, religious, sociocultural and
academic.

Religious reasons were the first reason for

choosing Islamic schools, social reasons were the second
reason; there was only a slight difference between the
points acquired by religious reasons and social reasons.
Academic reasons were the third concern.

Table 3 1
List of Three Reasons for Enrollment in Islamic
Schools in Rank Order

ank Order

eason

oints

Religious
Social
3
Note.

c w i c

395

Sum of responses from rankings in Table 30.

Question 34 asked parents if their original reasons for
transferring children into the Islamic school were tho same
reasons that caused them to continue enrollment of their

children in Islamic schools.

Twenty-two parents responded

that transfer reasons were the same as their continuous
enrollment reasons (sea Table 32).
Eight parents reported that their reasons had changed.
However, these same parents also reported they had
additional reasons for continuing their children's
enrollment in Islamic schools.
were:

Examples of their responses

"My child loves the school now."

"We moved close to

the school and that is easier for me now."
sponsor for my children."

"I found a

"I'm working in the school now."

Parents' Self-Catagorization
In response to Question 64 which required the grouping
of parents into categories based on their reasons for
enrolling their children in the Islamic schools, parents
were asked to describe their own reasons for enrollment as

being mostly religious, sociocultural or academia (see Table
32).

Thirteen parents (43.3%) cited their reasons as

religious, 12 (40%) as sociocultural, 3 (10%) as academic,
and 2 parents answered:
the social life."

"you can't separate religion from

"Islamically speaking, we don't separate

the two (religious and social)."
Question 65 was asked to clarify Question 64 "What is
the heart of the matter for you?

Is it the effect of

Islamic schools on your child's academic level, Islamic
value.

and beliefs, or behavior and discipline?"

Seventeen

Table 32
A Summary of Data for Questions 34, 64, 65 and 28 (N=30)

34. Do
keeping
are the
him/har

you think your reasons for
your child in the Islamic school
same that caused you to enroll
in the first place?

64. Do you think that your reasons for
changing schools ware mostly religious,
academic or sociocultural reasons?

Yes
No

Religious
Social
Academic
Other

What is the heart of tho matter for
Islamic values 17
you: Is it the affact of Islanic schools Behavior t
on your child's academic level, Islamic
Discipline
9
values and beliefs or behavior and
Academic
4
discipline?
65.

If more than one Islamic school
existed, would you have anrolled your
child in another Islamic school in your
city?
28.

Note.

No other
schools
Would enroll
Would not
enroll

Social=Sociocultural

parents (56.6%) responded "Islamic values and beliefs," 9
parents (30%) indicated 'Behavior and discipline," and 4
parents (13.3%) uAcadenic.*

The majority of parents

reported, 'It is difficult to separate the religious from
the social reasons" (sea Table 32).

Preference of Present Islamic School
Questions 27 and 28 related to the proximity of the
Islamic school.

to the parents' homes.

Fifteen parents

17
11
2

(50%) reported that they have only one school in their
community while 13 (43.3%) reported they had two schools.
Two parents (6.6%) reported they did not know of any Islamic
schools and had to travel 56 miles (one way) every day so
that their child could attend the closest Islamic school.
Most of the families did not have a choice of Islamic
schools, since there was only one Islamic school in the area
where they lived.

When families did have a choice between

two Islamic schools, their choice was to keep their children
in the current school.

Only 2 parents (6.6%) said they

would not keep their children in the current school and
refused to offer any reasons for their choice.

Were there any specific events which caused you to
enroll your child in an Islamic school?
When parents were asked if a specific incident occurred
which caused them to enroll their children in Islamic
schools, 15 parents (50%) reported a specific event, and 15
(50%) did not.
were:

Examples of some specific events mentioned

"Negative high school'experience of our older

daughter."

%y wife's experience with high schools."

'My

son gave in to the corrupt environment of public high
schools.

I loot him."

1
'

discovered that public schools

conditioned children to disrespect their parents."
The Orlando Sent-

on October 15, 1995, entitled

'Discipline and Violence Worry Schools."

I
' am very

'Reading

concerned about my children's safety."
in Florida."

"Violence increased

"My daughter was ridiculed by peers because of

personal dress preferences."

"I was disappointed with the

academic emphasis in middle public schools."

"My son came

to me one day and told me that life began by chance and
there is no such thing called God."

"I heard about too many

incidents at public schools, carrying weapons, physical
attacks, using or selling drugs."

"I was impressed by the

daily afternoon prayer in the Islamic schools."

"I attended

the graduation party of my child's Iolamic echool and I was
impressed by the children's' perfornance."
founders of this Islamic school."

"We are the

"My best friend sends her

"My daughter was not accepted

children to Islamic schools."

in public schools because of her age.

I do not want her to

lose one year from her life, this Islamic school accepts
children 1esa than 5 years old."

What are the sourcam of information about public
schools and Islamic schools?
Table 33 surm~arizemthe sources of information that
influenced Florida parents to enroll their children in
Islamic schoolm.

Regarding public schools, 5 parents

(16.62) received information about public schools through

some form of personal observation such as former teachers,
school helpers, or PTA members.

Two parents (6.6%) reported

they heard about public schools from their spouses.
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Three

(10%) parents reported hearing about public schools from
relatives or friends, 3 (10%) from other parent@, 3 (10%)
from referent child, 2 (6.6%) from attending open houses,
and 6 (20%) from the media.

Thirteen parents (43.3%)

reported that the source of information about public schools
influenced their decisions to withdraw their children from
public schools and enroll them in Islamic schools.
Concerning Islamic schools, 5 parents (16.6%) ware
informed about Islamic schools throughout their personal
observation as teachers, board members, administrators,
principals, and PTA members.

Three parents (103) heard from

their spouses, 1 parents (13.3%) heard from their relatives
or friends.
parents.

Two parents (6.6%) were informed by other

The mosque was a source of information about

Islamic schools for 4 parents (13.3%).

Two parents (6.6%)

received information at an open-house or graduation parties.
Four parents (13.3%) indicated they heard about Islamic
schools from the community newsletter.

Twenty four (80%)

parents reported being influenced, to some degree, by the
source of information,

Table 33
Sources of Information about public and Islamic Schools

Source of Information

Public
%

Source

Personal observation

Islamic
N
%

5

16.7

5

6

20.0

n/a

16.7

Both Schools
N
%
10

16.7

6

10.0

Spouse

~elativeor friend
Other parents
Mosque
Older child
Referent child
Open house
Community newsletter
Public media

What are the causes of change from public schools to
Islamic schools?

There were two basic causes of change from public
schools to Islamic schools.

Either parents received new

information that influenced their decision, or parents
changed their religious values or opinion8 about education.

In the context of the study, a majority of parents
indicated that changes were due to some new information that
either attracted them to Islamic schools or caused
dissatisfaction with public schools.

In several cases,

parents were very concerned about the increase of crime and
violence in Florida.

Soma parents referred to the latest

incidents in public schools.

In October 1995, a boy was

shot and killed at a central Florida middle school.

In

Novembar 1996, a high school female student shot herself.
On November 3, 1996, high school administrators learned that
a student brought a gun to school.

One parent reported '
I

read in the newspaper that a 41 million dollar school in
Texas was built with security as a primary focus.

The

school has 37 surveillance cameras to help administrators
and police keep an eye out for trouble, an

observation area

was built above the cafeteria and other common areas."
Another parent reported 'we can't solve the problem of
k

safety with security guards, surveillance cameras and metal
detectors

. . . not with technology.

We have to go back to

religion and morals."

Ten parents (33.3%) reported that the decioion to enroll
their children in Islamic schools was due to a religious
conversion or a sudden change in their values.

Four parents

(13.38) reported that it was because of their husbands'
religion and culture.

Twenty three parents (76.61) revealed

that the change in enrollment was the result of an

attraction to ~slamicschools.

Seven parents (23.3%) had

feelings of dissatisfaction with public schools.
of parents' responses were:

Examples

'
1 am convinced that the two

greatest threats in the identity of Muslim students in
America are public schools and peer pressure."
youth are leaving Islam in large numbers.
atheist.
humanists.

"Muslim

My son became an

Public schools change our children to secular
Many Muslim youths are dealing with drugs.

Many

Muslim girls are getting pregnant by non-Muslim men out of
wedlock.'

'Go to any Mosque today and you'll find that 16-

25 year old ages are virtually nonexistent.

They are out in the street."

Where are they?

'To put our children in public

schools is like throwing than to the wolves."

'Islamic

schools can exert positive peer pressure on one another."
'
I do not want my children to dissolve in the North American
melting pot."

'Under the influence of public school

systems, many children have become selfish, secular, and
materialistic."

'My two sons are lost.

no interest in religion.

They grew up with

My young daughter is 9 years old.

I do not want to lose her too."

who participated in the decision-making process of
choosing Islamic schools as an alternative to public
schools?
Some questions in the interview sought to identify the
roles of parents and child in the dacirrion-making process.

When parents were asked who participated in the decision
making-process of choosing Islamic schools, both parents
were involved in 23 decisions.

In 4 decisions, only fathers

were involved, in 2 decisions only mothers were involved.
In 12 decisions, the child was involved and in 18 decisions
the child was not involved.

Generally, children in higher

grades were involved in the decision while children in lower
grades were not.

Tabla 34 summarizes the data.

Table 34
Participation in the Decision to Enroll in Islamic Schools
(N=60)

person

Involved in
ecision

Not Involved
in Decision

gain st
scirr-

11

4

3

12

18

10

Father
Mother

Parents gave various responses to the question about how
their child participated in the decision.
were:

Some responses

'We asked the child how ha/she felt about going to

Islamic school.

He was reluctant to do so, however, we

convinced him to go for 6 months for trial."

'She was asked

to choose whmn all the advantages were told.

We visited

public schools and private schools in the area with our

child prior to making the decision.
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We observed our child's

reaction to each environment.

We knew that she was too

young to make decisions, but we involved her."

'We asked

our daughter if she would like to go in order to learn more
Arabic and Quran, she agreed. "

'Our daughter in 7th grade

understands the importance of Islamic education along with
regular education.

She herself called different Islamic

schools in Orlando, Tampa, Virginia, and even in Amman,
Jordan.

She visited this school and she liked it."

Four

parente considered their children's satisfaction with the
Islamic schools as a contribution to the decision making.
The majority of parents felt that their children were not
capable of! making such major decisions.

Ten children in

middle and high schools were in Islamic schools against
their wills.

pummarv
This study was designed to deternine the reasons that
led some parents to choose Islamic schools for their

children.

Chapter IV detailed the analysis of data

accunrulated throughout the study.

Data were summarized into

tablas.
R ~ s u ~indicated
~ s
that 67% of parents were attracted to
Islamic schoolo while 232 were dissatisfied with public
schools.

Parents8 dissatisfaction with public schools or

attraction to Islamic schools were general perceptions and
not specific reasons.

A finding emerged from the study which indicated that

Muslims8 pictures of public schools were scenarios loaded
with violence, drugs, promiscuity, prejudice, lack of
sympathy, tolerance and moral decay.

Parents considered

public schools a threat to their children.

Parents were

deeply concerned with the public school's environment which
challenged their progeny.

Also, they were concerned about

the peers their children imitated.
Parents reported that Islamic schools provided Islamic
education for their children, strengthened their religious
faith, and built Islamic characters.

Islamic schools were

also expected to keep the children away from the influence
of public schools and nurture the future leadership for the
community

.

The study indicated that tho first reason for selecting
Islamic schools was religious, the second reason was
sociocultural, while an academic reason was the parents8
last choice.

Parents expected Islamic schools to serve as a

place that provided the following religious services to
their children=
1.

Teach children about their Islamic religion.

2.

Celebrate religious holidays.

3.

Preserve the children's

faith in the midst of a

contaminating secular world.
4.

Produce true Muslims who fear Allah and follow His

prophet.

5.

Instill in children a firm commitment and dedication
to Islam as the eternal source of guidance.

6.

Develop a wholesome appreciation for the value of
religion in human life.

The second most important reason was sociocultural.

Parents

believed that Islamic schools could do the following:
I

1.

Provide safer and more disciplined environment.

2.

Galvanize the children against the negative affects
of the dominant culture.

3.

Inculcate a sense of pride in the cultural heritage.

4.

Preserve and perpetuate the Islamic identity.

5.

Provide Muslim peers.

6.

Prepare each child to be a good and productive
citizen in society.

The last parents' reason for selecting an Islamic school

centered on academic reasons and included tho following:
1.

Provide individualized teaching.

2.

Teach Arabic as a second language.

3.

Provide an atmosphere conducive to creating a good
learning environment.

CHAPTER V

CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION AND RECOMMENDATION

Conclusions
The purpose of this study was to examine the reasons
Florida parents enrolled their children in Islamic schools.
Parents' responses included religious, sociocultural and
academic reasons.

At the time of the study, the researcher

was an ~ssistantPrincipal of Muslin Academy of Central
Florida.

According to the researcher's

criteria of

availability and willingness to participate in the study,
more parents were selected from the Muslim Academy of
Central Florida than either of the other 2 schools.
Although data analysis did not indicate a difference in the
percentage of parents from each school responding to most
questions, the sample night be biased and interpretations
and conclusions skewed in the direction of the researcher's
expectations.
Findings of this study generally indicated that the
decision to enroll children in Islamic schools waa first
religiaus followed by sociocultural, and finally academic.
These findings were similar to Foreman's
Eugene's

study (1982) and

study (1989). Both studies indicated that parents

were motivated to enroll their children in Catholic or
fundanental and evangelical christian schools because of a
desire for a social education, secondly, by their desire for
a social education,

and, thirdly, by their desire for an

academic education.
The question of private or public education has always
been debated in American society.

Parents frequently argue

for private education under the perceptions that private
schools have better discipline, better teaching, smaller
classes and therefore better academic results.

However, in

a recent article in The O r l a w Sentinel, Lowell Rose,
former Executive Director of Phi Delta Kappa pointed out
'(academic)

results at private schools do not turn out any

differently than what you get in public schools" (Badie,
1996, p. A 8 ) .

A comprehensive study of 22,700 public

schools, 1,500 preparatory schools and 5,300 parochial
schools conducted in 1994 and reported in Bonev Macrazb
indicated "students achievement, class s i z e and facilities
are

about equal in private and public schools.

. . private

schools, however were given credit for maintaining
discipline" (Badie, 1996, p. A 8 ) .
Thus, if results are indeed the same, then parental
choice must be based upon perceived needs and desires.

iscussion
Research Question 1 asked about the demographic
characteristics of parents in ~loridawho chose to send
their children to Islamic schools.
different ethnic backgrounds.

The parents came from

Data revealed that the

majority of parents were naturalized American citizens.
This explained their uphill struggle to incorporate the
nationalities of Americans with the virtues of Islamic
principles.

One third of the parents wera converted

Muslims, 72% were born Muslims.

The majority of parents

rated a high or average commitment to their religion.

This

suggested that parents desired to send their children to
Islamic schools was religiously oriented.
Both parents participated in the decision to enroll
their children in Islamic schools.

This result indicated

that men did not have more influence in making the final
decision as might be practiced in certain cultures within
the Islamic colmnunity.
Parents w e r e not highly participatory in their religious
practices but wanted their children to be exposed to
religious education.

Fathers ware more involved in

religious activities than mothers.

Many parents volunteered

in the schools and were actively concerned about the
progress of their children.
Research Question 2 asked parent.

if they changed

schools mostly because they wera dissatisfied with the

public schools or because they were attracted to ~slamic
schools.

Findings revealed that parents were more attracted

to Islamic schools than dissatisfied with public schools.
Dissatisfaction with public schools was generally expressed
in sociocultural areas.

Fifty percent of the parents

perceived the public schools as environments of violence,
crime, drinking, smoking and drugs.

These conditions were

not acceptable in Islamic cultures.

Good Muslims do not

drink, smoke or use drugs.

Furthermore, violence and crime

are contrary to the Quran.
Parente' responses indicated that Muslims were
dissatisfied with the environment that prevailed in the
public schools and the environmental conditions clashed with
their values.

Parents were worried about the lack ot

sympathy, sensitivity, and tolerance towards their basic
needs, such as the Islamic dress, diet, time allowed for
prayers, Islamic holidays and personal privacy.

Even though

parent@ expressed these concerns, most parents did not have
direct exposure with public schools and therefore based
their perceptions on other sources of information.

No

attempt was nab. by the researcher to validate their
perception.

or their sources of information.

It was evident that parenta were also concerned about
the dangers of assimilation.
don't

Many parents indicated Ywe

want our children to be Americanized."

The Islanic foundation school handbook, cited in
Molook8s (1990) study indicated the dangers of assimilation:

...

Of those Muslims who came here in the first
quarter of this century, their children are almost
100% lost. The reason for this assimilation is that
at that tima there were no mosques, Islamic centers,
Islamic Institutions, or Muslim communities. Muslim
children continue to lose their Islamic identity at
a very high rate. (p. 75)

.

Although many parents were dissatisfied with the public
school environment, decisions to enroll their children in
Islamic schools were based upon their attraction to the
Islamic schools.

In this study, parentse crucial concern

was the protection of their children's

faith.

They could

not tolerate any act odious to Islam.

With the voice of

parental authority, they sent their children to Islamic
schools.

Islam is simply a way of life, not only for

children but for the whole Islamic society.

The conditions

of the public schools brought a conflict of values between
public acceptance and Islamic expectations.

Within the

greater society, Ielanic parento struggled with differences
between society 'noras" and Islamic principles.

Recognizing

this struggle on their part as adults, they sought the
guidance of Islamic schools to help then instill Islamic
values in their children.

However, parental responses about

their religious practices revealed parents did not
faithfully fulfill their religious obligations.

Lars than

50% regularly attended prayer, rorqurs, which indicted a

high co.lritr.nt to Islar.

Consequently, parents were

expecting the schools to set paramatare of acceptable
religious behavior for their children.
The majority of Muslims in North America do not practice
Islam.

In an interview with Mohammed AlMasri, the Director

of Air-an Mosque in Orlando, the researcher queried him as
to the number of Muslims in Orlando (personal communication,
May 13, 1996).

AlMasri reported that the number of Muslims

in Orlando exceeded 15,000.

He added "the Muslims who

attend Friday Prayers, in all mosques in Orlando, were
estimated to be 2,000 Muslims.

People who attended Eid

Prayer were estimated to be 5,000 Muslins."

It is important

to mention that Friday Prayer is obligatory for men, while
Eid Prayer i8 recommended and some people go for Eid Prayer
mainly for socializing and not for practicing their faith.
Emerich (1995) claimed:
That the majority of the stated 6 million l4uolims do
not practice Islam at all. He asked, so why has
there been such interest in Islamic ochools in North
America in recent years? why has the number of
schools mushrougltgd from a small handful to around
200 in a ratter of a decade? This ia- and is notan eaey question to answer. (p. 22)
Emerick declared that:

The two rraaons which are fueling the rise of the
vast majority of Islamic schools in North America
have littla to do with the goal of promoting Islam,
but rather, with the deoire, on the part of the
parents to: (a) keep their children from drugs,
violenca, dating and low-standard of moat public
schools, and (b) to try to build and maintain 'hone
culturrg of the parents within the child, ,
.
i
learning the old language, cwtoru and culture, and
to a leeser extent, raking sure the children around
other. of the sam. ethnic/cultural group. (p. 23)

However, it seems that the Xuslim community much like
the community as a whole expects tschoolo to do that which
they are reluctant to do.

As Kysilka (1996) reported in her

Free Education , 'society and parents have
article Guilt.
abdicated their responsibilities for educating their
children to the schools and the teachers.

Frankly, the

school and teachers cannot assume all that responsibility"
(P. 85)
Muslim parents, as other parents, expected the schools
to have the full responsibility to educate their children.
Kysilka (1996) reported that 'Today's

schools cannot assume

all the responsibilities for the education of children;
society must take part in the process
be the correctional institution.

. . . schools cannot

for society's

failure" (pp.

84-85).
Both parents and society were expected to play a

decisive role to educate children as Molook (1990) reported:

It was expected that while the public schools could
impart general education, the children would ba
given Ialamic education and training at home. This
arrangement, however, was not always practical
because rany parent. were unable to afford time to
teach their progeny. (p. 124)
Although parents in this study claimed that religion was

the major reason for sending their children to school, and
this was corroborated by other research, sociocultural
reasons were high on the list of parental concern.
perceived Islamic schools as safe haven.

Parents

tor their children.

These findings were affirmed by other source..

On June 25,

1995,

me

Or-

-S

published an article entitled,

Private Schools Seen as a Wholesome Option.

This article

indicated that "parents are sending children to religious
schools to find e safe environment" (Staff, 1995, p. A 1 5 ) .
In the same article, Sulaiman Alfraih, Principal of the
boys school at the Islamic Saudi academy in Washington, DC,
stated:
Religion is not the only thing attracting more
people to religious schools these days. Many
.Our school
parents like the wholesome atmosphere.
is free of drugs, free of violence and free of sax.
of their ideology, the parents love to see
their kids in a vary sate, clean environment.
(POA151

.

...

Parentsf rasponsea, regarding their dissatisfaction with
public schoolo or attraction to Islamic schools, revealed
striking homogeneity among parents* responses from the 3
Islamic achoolm involved in the study.

These parents sent

their children to Islamic schools not only to provide them

with a better academic education, but also to put their
children in a safe environment and help them grow within
Islamic faith as practicing Muslims.
Research Questions 3 and 5 asked about any specific
events or reasons which caused parents to enroll their
children in Islamic achools.

Parents* individual events

were general and they did not explore the nature of the
events.

The events that were mentioned might happen to any

etudent at any tire, but responding parents found that these
events were in conflict with their culture and religion.

The parenter responses revealed that their children's

faith,

identity and safety ware the main concerns.
Research Question 4 asked about the sources of
infomation about public schools and Islamic schools.

The

parentsg responses indicated that they were told about these
schools informally by personal observation, friends,
mosques, spouses or their parents.

Some parents relied on

what they heard and the media for their information about
public schools.
misjudged.

Public schools are misrepresented and

Orange County School board member, Katie Adams,

defended the public school oyster when she reported in
Senti-

0-0

"our worst mistake in Orange County is that

tell the story about our school well, and people

we don't

just rely on what they hear and the media for their
information" (Badie, 1996, p. A 8 ) .
Finally, Research Question 6 sought to identify the
role.

of parents and children in the decision-making

process.

Thm atuby indicated that generally, both parents

were involved in making decisions.

Some children in higher

grades were involved in the decision.

One third of the

children were enrolled in Islamic schoolo against their
will.

Theae findings revealed the fact that fathers did not

have tha sole authority to make decisions as their
counterparts in certain cultures within an Islamic
community.

The result8 also indicated that parents had some

control and authority over their children.

In conclusion, E Q B Q ~ ~results
C ~
indicated that parents
enrolled their children in Islamic schools primarily for
religious reasons, secondly, for social reasons, and
thirdly, for academic reasons.

Such conclusion leads one to

reflect on what Charles Haynes (1991) reported:
Literacy is on the way down, and violence is an the
way up in public schools. But these are only some
of the concerns Muslim parents have about public
schools here. The biggeet question they have to
deal with is whether their children will remain
Muslir~safter going through the public school
system. (p. 18)

e c o w n d a t ~ ~for
~ sQer
1.

Study

The survey instrument was extremely long and

intensive.

Experimentation should be done to create

a shorter more user-friendly instrument.

Although,

in an initial study, depth of response wae
important, baaed upon data accumulated in this
study, instrument revision is possible.
2.

Results of this study suggested the need for
continued investigation about the reasona parents
send their children to Islamic schools.

Further

study is needed to replicate the present study using
larger samples and including subjects from all 50
states.
3.

A number of full-time Islamic schools is still

insignificant compared to the estimated six million
Muslims in the united' States.

It is likely that

almost all Muslim children of school age are in
public schools.

A study is needed to investigate

the reasons parents choose to send their children to
public schools rather than Islamic schools when
Ialamic schools are an alternative.
4.

A longitudinal study should be conducted to follow
up graduates of Islamic schools to daternine their
academic success, career options, and religious
practices.

5.

Comparative studies between various private and
parochial schools should be conducted to determine
if parents view their schools in similar ways with
respect to discipline practices and academic
programs and moral development.

6.

A comparative study is suggested regarding the
attitudee of Muslim students in full-time Islamic
schools and thoee of their Muslim peers who attend
public schools.

This will provide an understanding

of the difference in attitudes between the two
groups.
7.

Little ie known about Islamic schoole in other
English-speaking countries.

A comparative study of

the development of Islamic schools in areas such as
Great Britain and Canada and the United States might
prove useful in helping to develop curricular and

activities which honor Islam and still meet the
national goals of those countries.
8.

Perhaps, if public schools were more sensitive to
the practicee of the Islamic culture, fewer parents

would find a need to enroll their children in
Islamic schools.

A study or studies should be

conducted to determine how public schools are
attempting to sensitize children to cultural
differences which exist in their cormnunities.

APPENDIXES

APPENDIX A

THE ARTICLES OF FAITM IN ISLAM

The Prophet believes in what has been revealed to him
from hirr Lord, and so do the believers.

They all believe in

God, Hi@ angels, His scriptures and His messenger, making no
distinction anong His prophets.

And they say, 'We hear and

we obey, Grant us thy forgiveness, our Lord, and unto thee
is the journeying" (2:285).

.

aith in the Unitv of

604

'The most fundamental and most important teaching of
Prophet Mohammed (pbuh) is faith in tho unity of God"
To be a Muslim, one has to admit

(Aawdudi, 1988, p. 62).

the unity of God and prophethood of Mohammed:

Lailah Illa

Allah, M~Ramnred Rasuul Allah (there is no God except Allah,
and Mohammed is His messenger).
the self- sufficient.

uSay:

He is God, the One,

He begets not nor ia He begotten, and

therr is none like Him'' (112: 1-4).

"Belief in the exietencr of being called angels is
common to various faiths.

It is also a fundamental belief

of Islar* (Haneef, 1985, p. 16).

Belief in angels is

another principle of faith in Iolam.
obedient to God's commands.

Angels are absolutely

They are sent to worship God,

to administer God's punishment, to convey Allah's
revelation to His prophets and apostles.

All Revealed Scrinturea
~uslimsshould believe in all revealed Books:
Abraham, The Book of Moses,

me

Books of

Rook of ~hrjst,The Book of

David, and The Holv Quran.
"It is He who revealed to thee (Mohammed) the scripture
(the Quran) in truth, confirming what went before it.

And

He revealed the Taurat (the original scripture revealed to

Moses) and the Injeel (the original scripture revealed to
Jesus) before this as "guidance to mankind).

And He

revealed the criterion (of judgment between right and
wrong)

. . ." (3: 3-4) .

*

A
' Muslim is told to believe in all prophets such as

Abrahama, Ishmael, Isaac, Jacob, Moses, Jesus, and Mohammed*
(Alkhuli, 1987, p. 33).

All the prophets of God have been

sent by Allah to teach the same straight path of "Islam"
(submission to Allah).

In this sense there is no difference

between Mohammed an other Prophets (blessing of Allah and
peace be upon them all).

A Muslim respects all prophets

equally.

YThis Quran is not such as can be produced by anyone
other than God, but it is a confirnuation of earlier
revelation.

and a detailed explanation of the scriptures in

which there ir, no doubt from the Lord of the worlds'

elief in Life after Death
The fifth article of Islamic faith is belief in the
Hereafter.

Muslims should believe in life after death and

in the Day of Judgment.
'Verily We shall give life to the dead, and We record
all that they send before and that they leave behind, and we
have taken account of all things in a clear Book (of
evidence)" (36: 12).
Muslims should believe that Allah is the All-wise,
All-powerful creator.

At the day of Judgment, Allah will

raise those who are dead and bring them to life again.
'Then how can you reject faith in God, seeing that you
were without life and He gave you life?

Then He will cause

you to die and will bring you to life again, and again to
Him will you returnw (2: 28)

.

'Life after death makea a person's life well-balanced.
In Iolar, a person must work for this life .a

if he lives

forever and must work for the other life as if he dies
tomorrow* (Alkhuli, 1981, p. 88).
.A1 Mawdudi explained the .importance
..
of faith in The= .Day ---of
&.&.

.

:.-

?P.&
; &&
-L
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m e

Judgnent when he said,

A
' man who believe.

in the next world as well and is

convinced of the final consequences of his acts will look on
all worldly gains and losses as temporary and transitory and
will not pat his eternal bliss at stake for a passing gain.
He will look on things in there wider guepective and always

keep the permanent benefit or harm in view.
good, however, co

He will do the

t may be to him in terms of worldly

gains, or however injurious it may be to his inmediate
interests; and he will avoid the wrong, hover or tempting it
may look.

He will judge things from the view point of their

eternal consequences and not according to his whims and
caprices" (Mawdudi, 1988, p. 81).
Life after death makes the whole thing look fair and
just.

In many times, thio life is not fair. your honesty

may entail your poverty.
entail his richness.

Another person's dishonesty may

Good deed in thio life are sometimes

punished, however, bad deed night be rewarded.

According to

Islam, there is life after death, where each person is
rewarded or punished as God says in the m a n .
'Verily, the sinners will be in the punishment of
Hell..,

to remain there in.

It will not be lightened for

them and they will be overwhelmed in despair.

And We shall

not be unjust to them, but it is they who have been unjust
to thenlrelvesn (43:74-76).
Those who believe and do righteous deed, they are the
best o f creaturee, their reward is with their Lord:
of Paradi~abeneath which rivers flow.

Gardens

They will dwell

there in forever, God well-pleased with then and they with
Him.

7-8).

This is for those who hold their Lord in awe" (98:

*
ellef in the Divine
Decree

The sixth principle of faith in Islam is to believe in
predestination whether good or bad.

Muslims believe that

everything that happens in the world, from the smallest to
the greatest events, is governed by the Almighty Creator and
Sustainer.
'Such a belief gives the Muslim a tremendous degree of
inner certainty, confidence and peace of heart, especially
in the face of affliction" (Haneef, 1985, p. 35).

It is a

relief for any human being to believe that God alone is the
source of benefit or harm, that no one has the slightest

power to cause him good or bad.
Belief in Predestination does not contradict man's
responsibility and free will.

"Man is free in his choices

and that is why he is responsible for his deed in this life

and in the other life.

Man has also to accept this own

limitations and admit that he is subject to external or
internal factors that he cannot sometime over come.

'This

belief put man in his actual size and position and does not
over burden him with loads and responsibilities which he
cannot shouldar* (Alkhuli, 1987, p. 39).

APPENDIX B
THE FIVE PILIARS OF IS-

Islam has five obligatory acts of worship which Muslims
must perform.

They are known as the fiva pillars of Islam.

These pillars are mentioned in the following Hadith (a
saying of Prophet Mohammed pbuh).
"Islam is based on five things:

declaring that there is

no God but Allah and that Mohammed is the messenger of
Allah, the establishment of Salat (prayer), the paylnent of
Zakat (welfare contribution), the Hajj (pilgrimage to
Makka), and Sawm (fasting) in the month of Ramadan"

.

(Hadith)
1.

Declaration of faith (Shahadah):

To bear witness

that there is no deity except God and that Mohammed
is the Messenger of Godo

This declaration of faith

constitutes the first step in becoming a Muslim.
2.

Prayer:

Daily prayers are offered five times a day

a duty towards Allah.

Every observant Muslim must

set aside time each day for these five prayers that

are mandated by Islam.

Prayers strengthen and

enliven the belief in Allah and inspire man to a
higher morality.

Prayers purify the hearty and

prevent temptations toward s wrong- doings and
evils.

The formal worship must be performed at

dawn, midday, mid afternoon, sunset, and after dark
in the evening.

The prayers must be made regularly

in order to perfect co~unicationwith God; both in
showing gratefulness and asking for guidance.

'And be steadfast in prayer (Salat) and regular in
poor- due (Zakat), and whatever good you sand forth
for your souls before you, you shall find it with
God, Verily, Cod sees all that you do* (2:llO).
"What stands between a man and disbelief is the
abandonment of Salat* (Hadith).
3.

Poor-Due (Zakat):

to pay annually 2.5% of one's net

saving on which a year has passed as a religious
duty and purifying sum to be spent on poorer
sections of the community.

The Quran speaks of the

obligation of Zakat in these words:
"Verily, the God-conscious will be in the midst of
gardens and springs (in the hereafter), taking that
which their Lord gives to them.
they were doers of good.

Indeed, before that

They would sleep but

little at night in their wealth (was remembered) the
right of him who asked and him who was prevented

(from asking, although needy)" (51: 15-19).
Alms-giving (Zakat) is considered an act of worship
because it is a form of offering thanks to God for

the means of material well baing that once has
acquired.
4.

Fasting (Sam):

During Raraban, all Muslims (except

young children, those in ill ,health) are required to
obstain from food, drink, and sutual activity, from

dawn until ounost.

~astingdevelops a sound social

conscience, patience, unselfishness, and will-power.
"0

you who believe, fasting is prescribed for you as

it was precrcribed for those before you,in order that
you may be conscious of God

. . . Ramadan is the

(month) in which the Quran was revealed as a guide
to mankind and as a clear evidence for guidance and
judgment (between right and wrong).

So whoever

among you witness this month, let him spend it in
fasting; but if anyone is ill or on a journey, the
prescribed period (should be made up) by days later.
God intends to ease for you and He doe.

not intend

hardship (He desires) that you should complete the
prescribed period, and that you may glorify God for
guiding you and that you may be thankful" (2: 183,
185).

The very purpoce of fasting is to make a Muslim able
to control his passions, so that ha becomes a person
of good deeds and good intentions.
5.

Pilgrimage (Hajj):

It is to be performed once in a

lifetime if one can afford it financially and

physically.

Arabia.

Hajj takes place in Meccah in Saudi

There are people from all over the world,

of every color, language and race who coma to
worship Allah at the scared shrine called the Kabah.

The Kabah is the oldest building in the world
dedicated to the worship of Allah.
'The first house (of worship of God) appointed for

men was that at Bakka (Mecca, full of blessings and
of guidance for all kinds of beings.
signs manifest:

In it are

The station of Abraham

- whoever

enters it attains sanctuary.
I

Pilgrimage to it is a duty men owe to God
who can offered the journey.

. ." (93:

- Those

96- 97).

The annual pilgrimage coincides with the religious
celebration of Eid Al- Aaha (the feast of
sacrifice), which all Huslinw are commanded to
celebrate in commemoration of Prophet Abrahim'e'
willingness to sacrifice his son in trustful
obedience to God's command (his son was spared
through God's mercy).
'And proclaim the Hajj to men; they will come to

thee on foot'^ (mounted on every kind of lean
camel coming through deep ravines* ( 2 2 : 2 7 ) .

SELECTED VERSES FROn THE QUEIAW AND
PROPMET'S SAYINGS ABOUT ISLAMIC EDUC2iTION

'Surely, this Quran guides to that which is the
straightest, and gives good news to believers who practice
good and they will get a great reward" (17:9).
Islam stressed on learning.

The Quran and the Sunnah

(Prophet's sayings reveal powerful incentives for learning
and knowledge.

In the Quran, knowledge has been combined

with Iman (faith) and with wisdom:
But those endued with knowledga and faith will say:
'Indeed ye did tarry, within Allah's decree, to the Day of
Resurrection, and this is the day of Resurrectionw but ye

. . . Ye ware not aware

(30:50) and When he (Moses) reached

full age, and was firmly established (In life), we bestowed
on him wisdom and knowledge:

For thus do we reward those

.

who do good" ( 2 8 ~ 1 4 )

'Lugman was famous for his sound intelligence and wisdom
in most probably an Arabic-speaking Black African* (Sarwar,
1989, p. 188).

In his advice to his son, he says, "0 my

son! establish regular prayer, enjoin what is just, and
forbid what is wrong:

And bear with patient constancy

whatever betide thee; for this is firmness (of purpose) In
(the swell not thy cheek (for pride) at men, Nor walk in
insolence through the earth; for Allah loveth not any
arrogant boaster, and be^ moderate In thy pace, and lower thy
voice; for the harshest of sound without doubt Is the
braying of the ass

. . .*

(31: 17-19)

.

THE NATURE OF ISLAMIC KNOWLEDGE:
Muslims regard the Quran as the divine guidance and the
very word of Allah, for the Quran states:
Surely this Quran guides to that which is most upright
and gives good news to the believers who do good work that
they shall have a great reward (17:9).
'Surely we have revealed the Quran and we will most
certainly guard it" (15:9)

.

"Praise be to Allah who has revealed the Book (Quran) to
His slave (Mohammed) and has not placed there in any
crookedness* (18:l).
"This is the Book; In it is guidance sure, without
doubt, to those who fear Allah;
Who believe in the unseen, are steadfast in prayer, and
spend out of what we have provided for them,
And who believe in the revelation sent to thee, and sent

before thy time, and (in their hearts) have the assurance of
the Hereafter*.
The Quran for Muslims is the fountain of all knowledge.
Tho Quran declares:
Verily, this is My way leading etraight:
follow not (other paths:

follow it;

they will scatter you about from

His (great) path, Thus doth He conmuand you, that ye may be
righteous (6:153)

.

The following selection of versa.

of the Quran gives a

clue to the importance of education in Islam:

'Are those who know equal with those who know not?"
(39: 9 )

'Allah raises the believers and those who have knowladge
many steps* (8:ll)
'And ask those who have knowledge when you do not know?"
(11:7)
SELECTIONS FROM THE HADITH (PROPHET'S SAYINGS)
Prophet Mohammed urged Huslims to seek knowladge
anywhere they find it.

He said;

'Seeking knowledge is an obligatory on every Muslim"
(Hadith).

He also said 'The bast of men is the learned

believer who, if ha is needed will be useful, while if he is
not needed, will be self-sufficient."
Prophet Mohammed (pbuh) sayings explain the importance
of education in Islam.

Some of the Prophet's sayings are:

'Whosoever reverth the learned, reverth mew (Hadith)
The ink of the scholar is more holy than the blood of the

.

martyr" (Hadith)

'He who treads the path for learning, Allah facilitates

.

his path to paradise" (Hadith)

'He who leavath his home in search of knowledge, walkath
in the path of Allah" (Hadith)

'Seek

learning even if it be found as far .a

China"

(Hadith)

'Seek knowledge from cradle to grave" (Hadith)

'To seek knowltdga is a duty for every Mutalim (male) and
Muslimah (female)' (Hadith)

APPENDIX D

THE ACCOUNTING SCHEME

The Accounting Scheme
art I.
A.

B.

C.

Dissatisfaction with public schools (p. 8)
1.

Religious Reasons

2.

Social Reasons

3.

Academic Reasons

Attraction to Islamic Schools (IS)
1.

Religious Reasons

2.

Social Reasons

3.

Academic Reasons

Not able to categorize

.

11
A.

B.

Id choice or New

specific Occurrence

Referring to public schools
1.

Religiou~Reasons

2.

Social Reasons

3.

Academic Reaaons

Referring to Islamic schools
1.

Religious Reasons

2.

Social Reasons

3.

Academic Reasons

C.

No precipitating event named

Do

Not able to categorize

A.

About public schools
1.

Firsthand observation

2.

Referent child

B o

3.

Older child

4.

Spouse, relative, or friend

5.

Media

6.

Mosque

7.

Other sources

About Islamic Schools
1.

Firsthand observation

2.

Referent child

3.

Spouse, relative, or friend

4.

Media

5.

Mosque

6.

Other sources
IV

A.

New intonnation has changed mind

B.

Person haa changed point of view

C.

Not able to catagorize
Miscellaneous Questions about Reasons

A.

Dissatisfaction with public school general or specific

B.

Attraction to Ialaric Schools general or specific

C.

Transfer reasons same as enrollment reasons

Do

Self-categorization of parents

E m Reasonrs in this Islamic School rather than another

art VI.

artici~antsin Decision to m o l L

A.

Initiators of decision

B.

Involved in decirsion

C.

Supporters of decision

D.

Non-supporters of d e c i s i o n

m t Vu.

~ e s c r - v ~ ir\fon&ion

A.

Gender of p a r e n t s

B.

Age of p a r e n t s

C.

M a r i t a l s t a t u s of p a r e n t s

D.

Education l e v e l of p a r e n t s

E.

Occupation of P a r e n t s

F.

Income of p a r e n t s

G.

O r i g i n a l homeland of p a r e n t s

H.

Ethnic background of p a r e n t s

I.

S t a t u s i n America of parent@

J.

Religious commitment of p a r e n t s

K.

Income of household

L.

Gender of c h i l d

.

Grade of c h i l d

about Parents and CbilQ

a r e n t s Iwormation arlQ
~ b i o nabout Public Schoola
A.

Attended p u b l i c echools

B e Agree PSs have changed
C.

How PSs have changed

D.

Would e n r o l l i n PS i f l i k e parents'

E.

Other c h i l d now i e PS

F.

Driving d i s t a n c e t o PS

G.

May return i f academically equal

H.

May r e t u r n i f s o c i a l l y equal

I.

Change r e q u i r e d i n PS

J.

Permit r e t u r n i f c h i l d wished

K.

Child likely to return to PSs

L.

Tried to change policy at PS before leaving

A.

Commitment high to IS alternative

B.

Commitment high to this IS

C.

Number of children in this IS

D.

Number of years child in IS

E.

Driving distance to this IS

F.

All tuition is paid by parents

G.

Tuition is a burden

H.

EgPployed or volunteer in IS

I.

Agree that all Muslims ehould enroll children in IS

J.

Would enroll in another if this IS did not exist

K.

If moved, would look for an Islamic school first

L.

Considered teaching child in a home school

M.

Consider sending child to a private school
art X.

ente'

perception,^ about C u n a e q

e

A.

Tuition is high

B.

Driving distance

C.

Lack of curricular activities

D.

Uncertain future

.

Accreditation

F.

Inadequate facilities

G.

Unqualified staff

H.

Lack of parental involvement

I.

S i z e of the achoal

J.

Arabic and Xslauic study materials

K.

Community conflict

L.

Mixing boys and girls in the classrooms

M.

Board of directors

N.

Administration
I

APPENDIX E
SURVEY INSTRUMENT

I am Fgral Yunis EWaldy, a doctoral student at the University of Central
Florida, presently, doing resurtch for my dissertation. This dissertation is entitled
"Why parents in Florida enroll their children in Islamic Schoolsd"
Your participation in the study will provi& valuable infomution for others.
Your naae was given to me by the principal of your chitd'dchildrea's school.
Hdshe said that you might be willing to discuss the reasons why you chose to enroll
your child in an "Islamic School." Your patience and moperation during the

interview will be greatly appmciatgd.
1.

'First, do you want the interview to be in English, Arabic or Urdu?"

2.

"Are you willing at this time to discuss why you enrolled your child in an
"Islamic School"?

Yes

0 No

3.

'Has your child attended a "public school?"

4.

"Do you understand that the information you share with me should be
anonymous and will be kept confidential?" 0 Yes

Show tape recorder to pmnt

"You only have to answer the questions you choose to, and you can stop tbe

intmhw at anytime* If you hove any questions btfon we rtart, do not hesitate to

ask me*"

Turn on tape recorder
6.

An you the &/fithex

of the child? 0 Yet

7.

If No on #6: 'What is your relatiofiship to the child?

8.

"How many children do you have a#ending (Name of Islamic School)?"
I

children
9.

If one on #8: Wbat is the name of the child?"

First Name

(optional)

10. If two or morein#8.
"When I ask you about nasons for enrolling in (Nameof Islamic School),
please refer only to the oldest child that you have in the school. By doing this,

Ithintr:thotyoucanbemon~caboutrepso~w.
What i s the oldest child's ~ m e 3First Name

11. (Name of child) is a rnaldfemale?
12. 'How old is (Nameof child)?"
13.

O e

Female

Age

uWhatgradeis(Nmeofchild)h?" Ghpdc

14. "Did (name of child rtttad pub& schools?" 0 Yes
15. 'If Yes on #14, what grader?" Gmdm
16.

'If hdshe were to attead public school now, what Jchool would it be?"

Name of Public Wool
UNow,I am going to ask you .hart ~eroonryou em031 y a u child/Mdreli
in Islamic schoob. Pleas think specifically about (Named a d ) , Name of
(rshmk School), and (Name of h b k School)."
17. 'Who was invdved in making the decision to enroll (Nameof child) in (Name
of Islamic School)?" 0 Father
0 Mother
0 Bosh
18. "Did(nameofchild)talaportinthedUm?" 0 Yea

'If yes in #18, how did he/-

participate in the decision?"

20. 'Do you remember how long ego you decided to enroll your child/children in
(name of Islamic School)?" 0 Yes
No

21.

'Can you tell some of the most important reasons for choosing (name of Islamic

Schod)?"

22. 'Did you change schmls mostly bacause you were dissatisfied with (name of
public Schcu51) or because you were attracted by (name of-1
SC~QO~)?"
0 Dissatisfied
0 Att~acfcd
23.

'Do you think that you wae dissatisfied with public ~choalsin g a d or
0 Specific
qdfically with (aamc of public school)?"
OeMal

24.

'If you wem dirratisficd with public schools in genaal, give only the most
important rerwm for your dissatisfkdion."

25. 'If you wem dbsdsAed specifically with (name of public school), what was the
Iqjof lea!!m?*

26.

'Do you think that you were otaPctsd to Idamk scb& in general, or were
you Jpecifdy atbactd to ( m e of Islamic School)?" 0 G a m d
Specific

27.

'How many Islamic Schools an then in (name of the city)?"

28.

If more than one in 427, if (name of Islamic school) did not exist, would you
have enrolled your child in mother Islamic school in your city?
0 Would enroll
Would not enroll

29. If you would not in Y28, would you mall your (name of child) in public
S C ~ O O ~ Sprivate
,
se:hm1s, or would you prder home sdmhg?
0 Public schools
Private schools
Home ? k h o h g

30. 'What is the sin& most important reason you are attraced to Isdamic
Schools in general, and specially with (Name of Islamic School)? Give only
one reason."

3 1. If d

i in #22, give
~ 'DissaWaCtion
~
list u, parent first, then give the
'attracted list." If pttnrcted in #22, 'give attracted list" to parent first, then
gin the udismWaction list."

33. If yss on X32: 'What was the specific evmt that made you change schools?

Do you think that your reams for keeping (Nanze of ckild)in (Name of
Islamicschool)pnthesame~sthatc~wedyoutosnrollhim/Bgtherein
that first place?m 0 Yes
No
35.

'How did you get your i n f d o n that (Name of public school) was not the
right place for (Name of chihl) to attend?"

36.

'Did (source of information) influence your decision to withdraw (name of
child) from (name of public school)?"
Yes
No

37. 'How did you get your infoqnation that (Name of Islamic school) was a beaa
plaa for (Name of child) to attad?"

38.

'Did (soun~of infomation) influence your dscision to enroll (Nameof child)
in (Nameof Islamic school)?" 0 Yes
0 No

39. "Do you hove any school-age children now who are attarding o public
school?" 0 Yes
0 No
40. If 'yes" in #30, 'why did you choose not to enroll thst child in (Nameof
Islamic Schools) or in awtha private school?

41.

'Are you employed by (Nam of Islamic school) or do you do any volunteer
work for the sdwol?" 13 Employed as
0 V o l u n ss
~

42.

'Did you consida any public alternative schools before enrolling (Name of
CW)
ia (N:lmeof Ifikdc scboat)?m 0 Ycs
om

43.

'Did you consick Home schooling for (Name of child) befm enrolbg himther
in (Nameof Islamic schml)?" 0 Yes
0 No

If (Name of child) did not like (name of Islamic school) and wanted to go to a
0public
school, would you allow hidher to go?
Yes
No
44

45.

'Are you really convinced that (Name of Islamic schm1) has the type of

educational experience you like for (Name of child)?"
46.

0 Yes

No

"Is it positive perwidon, toward these schools, that enhand you to enrol1
(Name of child) in (Num of Idamic school)?"
Yes
0 No

1--47.

'If (Name of public tzhool) had high academic standards, would you consider
No
enrolling (Nameof child) at (Name of public school)?" 0 Yes

-8.

'If (Name of public school) had a safe, orderly environment, would you
consider enrolling (Name of child) at (Name of public school)?" 0 Yes

49.

'In your opinion what i s the major conam b u t public schools?"

50.

"What kind of changes you want to see in public schools before you would

consider sending (Name of child) to public school?"

51

'Do you think that you can help in the change?"

52.

'IfyesinHl, did youtry?" 0 Yes

53.

'If yes in #!52 what did you do?"

Yes
No

54. 'IfNoinH2, Explain why?"

55.

'Are you considering enrolling (Nameof child) in a public school?"
Yes
No

No

56.

~~ (Name of a d ) in

"Do you have my
or sscaad IS crbout
(Nameof Islamic schd)?" 0 Yes
0 No

(9Is'How
would
dtPrraaize
your c o m & m t high,
YOU

P

0High

yoln cxmdment to the idee of I W c
V

schmls?

or low?"
~

Average

,

0 Low

58.

'How wuuld you choractgize your commitment to (Name of Islamic school)?"
0 High
Average
Low

59.

'Did you attend public school in the United States?"

No

Yes

60. 'If yes in 59: Do you think that public schools have changed since you
attended?"
Yes
0 No
61. 'Do you feel at all guilty about not sqpathg public sch001s throw your
child's atbdaxm in a public dd?"
0 Yes
0 No
u ~ y ~ - m m m t o M o t h r p m ~ t h C s m e ~ ~ , ~ ~ f i

\

checkintotbelocrlplPilic~fs,mwouldyouiasaadblook~
sckm1s?* 0 Public schools
OIslamic&h

64.

'Do you think that your reasons for changing schools wexe mostly dgious
masons, academic mums, or d o c u l w reasons?" (I am using scxioculw

reasons to mean muons of earvircmment, discipline, behavior oontfol and
identity) 0 Acadanic
sociocul~
0 Religious

65. 'WhUist8emoftbtmsttafo~you: I s i t t b e ~ ~ o f r s r u n i c ~ s o n
yaur child's
bva,frtmicvat~d~,Pad~sor~vigrrad
diacipb?"
66.

OA&mic

OI&mic&bdiefs

OBeha*&discipliae

'If you didn't have fiends who enroll their children in Islamic schmls, would
you have been sr W y to make the decision to enroll your child in a similar
~ l ?0 Yet
"

0 No

67. ' m c s & d s me more hpxtant for girls thnn boys."
68.

0 Yes ON0

'What type of schsal Q you prefer for (Name of the child)"?
Elallmale
0C O d d e
nrllfanalc
O~ih~titu~ional

69.

'(Name of Islamic rchod) should start fnrm k h k p r k n until 12th grade."
0 Yes
No

70.

'If a choice must be made, it would be better to kaq, and maintain"
high school, 9-12 0 middle school 6 8 0 elementary, K-5

71.

'Do you n o o e separation of the sexes for schooling purposes through the
adol-tyears?"
0 Yes
0 No

72. I. p r e k singlesex schools for all levels (all girl or all boy schools)"
Yes
No
73.

"Thank you vay much for your time
follow-up information?"
0 Yes

. . . May I call you again, if I lseed
0 No

Name:

Phone Number:

0 No

74.

'An you intereJtad in receiving the results of this study?" 0 Yes

75.

~Isthenm~g~thatyouwouldfitatotllkobout~gthe
enrollment of
of child) in (Narne of Islnmic sch001)?" €3Yes 0 No

~~

l l W M K YOU A W N !

PART I
REASONS PARENTS ARE A'ITRACTED TO ISLAMIC SCHOOLS
reasma8 werr itkdfbd aa p4lSdbEe masons for cbrPhmie
Schools. ~ y l a r d t b e f 0 ~ ~ 1 2 ~ ~ m d p uxn
l P mesttothe
c e m
n a p o l u y o s l . 3 r a ~N a c C , a n m b e r t h e r t . s o n r r y o u m r u k e d , ~ ~
#l. r a c m ~ m r h d a $ # l k t h t n r s o n t h . t y o l r ~ m m a sAt s. y m
rcspoad,plcr#beplamindyaarchnd~ndthelelPmicgchooly~ehild
me foilo*

attehdcd.

..

IdeciddtoenrollmyownchildinthisIslomicschoolbeca~.

AP

Most
A m

2.

This Islamic school provides a safe a d ofdaly environment.

3.

This Islamic sdm1 nurtures my child's l~yaltyto tbe Islamic fkith.

4.

This Islamic school bps more emphasis on basic subjects 9s math and science.

5.

This Islamic school provided my child opportunities to pit h i s l k values in to
use in the classmom, at lunch, during reass and on the playground.

6.

This Iatamic scbod promotes and incdm Islamic behavior or within an

--

--

~ c ~ ~ a n ~ u r a n e n d ~ u n t l l h .

8.

This Islamic gchooS, teaches my child discipline by teaching hidher
llspQnsibility.

9.

--

--

--

This Istamic shoo1 teaches Qunrn and Islamic studieJ. It helps chibirea develop
God-Aand rational und-g
of Islun.

--

10. This Islmk school offm my child o high level of cornprehendve instmaim by
competent tawhm.

--

11. This Islamic school pmime cultural and d d ihtity of original bomelsnd.
It also gjxesme Md ppe%uwb e Istrmic identity.
-12. Thir llPmic school develops a whobnre appredatitm for the value of digion

in human life.

--

PART 11
REASONS PARENTS ARE DISSATISFIED
WITH PUBLIC SCHOOLS
The following cancans wae identified ps possible muons f a your ~ s f a c t i o n
with public schmls. Please nod the following 12 reasons an8 plact an ' x " next to
the reesons you agree with. Next, number the masons you
,I ~ g h i n gwith
# l a Timc-nyouselect~~#listherea~onthntyou~gcacwithmo& Asyou
respond, please keep in mind your child and the public schod yaut cfiild attended.

I decided not to enroll my child in public school because

Most
Agree Atwe

...

--

1.

The public shod has low academic standards.

2.

The public school places my child at risk of negative peer pressure.

3.

The public school teaches my child an alternative way of life which in many
instances is diametridy q p s e s to Islamic life styles.
--

4.

The public s h o d fails to motivate my child to continue hishes edmaticm.

5.

The public Jcbod exposes my child to in ezndnmmt of social vb1ence,
ho1mua of
,crime, dhkhg, smoking and drugs.
--

6.

lk public schod has anti-religious hummi*

7.

The public schml offim does not put enough e m p w on math and science.

8.

The public ~ h o o doesn't
f
give my child the type of arvironment that is
d w i v e to tbt kind of nocial dwefapmeat I want for my child.

9.

The public s&mf is guided by educational p~~

philamphy.

--

based on atheism.

10. The public school stifle czmativity and slow down my child's progre~s.
11. Public school lrch W p b and contml on stdenfs' behavia.

12. Thepybk hood tePches

Other reasons

my child dgiotlgc freedom.

...

CHALLENGES FACING ISLAMIC SCHOOLS
The following statements represent your opinions and pgceptions regarding the
possible challenges and problem k i n g Islamic schools in North America. Your
agreement or dhgmmeat will be determined on the b c of your own particular
experience with your child's Islamic school.
Please circle the responses that best describe your perceptions of the following
problems. The response categories are:

1. Strongly agree with tbe statement (SA)
2. Agree nita tbt gtrrtanent (A)
3. Undedded or I don't h o w
4.
wwatbc*-(D)
S. Strongly disagree with the st.tcment (SD)

The challenges and problems fkhg my child's Islamic s c h d are:
1.

Tuition

2.

Driving distance

3.

Lack of ex618 c#mTk*

CrN
1

adiviti-

(1U

2

0 (Dl
3

4

(aD)

5

6.

Separate education for mimritlm
is very unlikely to result in equal education

8.

Lack of finances, there is no Muslim community
with enough funds to compete with the public
school systems for teachers and resources

9.

Lack of Islarnically knowledgeable principals
and administration

10.

Lack of parental involvement

11.

Lackof~dMwlim~hers

1

2

1

2

1

2

18.

Cdctwith~m~unityCurdotherI~c1
schmb (full-time, week ad or part-time
Ishie schools)

2

19.

Mixing boys and girls in the c d m

3

4

5

4

5

3

4

5

3

4

5

12. The school is too small
13. Enrollment is extremely low
14.

The biggest prob1em is the materials for Islamic
studies and Arabic

C

15. Wedon'tliveinaaIslnmicSOCiety. Sqmgathg
young popla: fnnn rqph society Qean't give

3

themthe~tytoleprnhowto
live I!ihmic-El1ly in a non-Mwlim society
16.

Lack of q&ed
tatchers.

Arabic d Ishmic'studisbdier

17. The administration is artinly in the hands of the

ScbdBoatdofTnrs~

PART IV
DEMOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
PIerrsc pmvkb tbc fdlowhg information about yourself, y a m qmme and your
child and M e r Islamic school.

Female

0 Male

0 Female

0 Male

1.

Gender:

2.

Yourchild'sgender

3.

Public school district

4.

Location of public school: 0 U W i n n e r city:

5.

Name of yout child's Islamic school:

6.

Location of yaa child's Islamic sehml:O U M h city0Subwba.n:0 Rural:

7.

Numb- of #wbts in your ehild's
OLesstha50:
0 50-100:

8.

Suburban:

Rural:

Islpmic schook

100-200:

0 Mom than 200:

Avemgq Number of Student Sin c-m:

OLess~10:

0 10-15:

0 mme tbPn 15:

10. How many miles, me way, is your home from the Islamic school?

11. Is tben any other Islamic school closer to your ham?

Yes

13 No

12. If ys, in #ll why did you chcmse this specific dool?

13. How many miles, oae way, is yout home from tbc public school your child
would be attending?
14.

How much tuition in tbe Islade school is required pa year for your child?

15. Do pu personally pay for all the tuition?

0 Ytr

0 No

16. If No in 115, what

~~of the tuition do you pay?

17. Who pays for the18. Would you still tnndl your child in the school if you paid full tuition?

0 Yes

0 No

19. Is tuition a burdm ar you? 0 Yea, wry much

UYes, a little

ONo:

20.

M y family's Wtne lpst year was: ('pleasecheck one)
0 Undrr $10,000 0 Between 10,000-15,000 0 Between $15,000 -$20,000
Ohtween $20,000-$25,000 Between $25,000-35,000
Over $35,000

21.

Please check yout current d t a l status:
CJNo
0 Married
0 Separated

Divorced

0 Widowed:

If you m nmrded,
s m *
22.

Age

YOU
SPOUSE
23.

Occupptim

YOU
S#IUSE
YOU
SPOUSE

YOU
SPOUSE

YOU
SPOUSE

- --

-

28. How h g have you beea in America
YOU
SFOUSE
29. w o n @om M w l i d c o a m ) (MusIim/Christian) (others

YOU

...

SPOUSE

If you or your spmse are Muslims, pleesc answer the following questions
30. How do you rate your l e d of religious commitment?
OH* q Average OFair q Low
YOU
SPOUSE OHigh Average OFair 0 Low
31. Have you beea a member of one of the Islamic organizations

YOU
Yes
SPOUSE 0 Yes
32.

No
0 No

How often do you go to the Uasjed?
YOU
OFIt?qwep~tlyOsometimes ONeva
SPOUSE OFrequently CISometimes ONever

33. Have you ban attending Friday praya
YOU
q Ikgdarfy 0 Almost never miss 0 Sometimes 0 Never
SPOUSE 0 Reguk1y Almost neva mi= q Sometimes 0 Neva
34.

Do you fsst during Rpmpdan?
YOU
OYer 0 Sonaetimes ONever
SPOUSE OYes q Sometimes ONever

35.

DoyourepdQufan?

YOU
OYesOSo~~ONeva
SPOUSE
Yes 0 Sodm 0 Neva
36. Do you 0oIlgider Islamic dress for women (Hijab) obligatory ;md very important
Yes El No 0 I don't know
YOU
SPUUSE
Yes 0 No 0 I don't know
37.

Do you join Mualiai cuamU&ity activities?
YOU
OYaO
I7 News
SPOUSE OYesOSomcdmssCIMever

38. Do you have time to teach your c l d h about Islam?
YOU
OYerOSometi~ON0
SPOUSE
Yea S o m a No

Please

my shere gratitude for your tderance,

Researcher Signature
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